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America Tainted With Horstantial Evidence and Is
rible DiseaseHarriman Lines.
Socialist.

Two-Thir-

Wire to New Mexican)
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
(By Special Teased Wire to New Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican) tuy Special leased Wire to New Mexican). (By Special
Governor Mills is today taking part (By
Mexico City, Mex., Oct. 20.
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 20 Strike
Boston, Mass., Oct. 20. Rev. Clar-- j
Hankow, China, Oct. ZU. (B wire-- j
Albuquerque, X. M., Oct. 2U. Domi-El
at
in the statehood celebration
Reyes revolt in ence V. T. Riche'son, pastor of a Bap- - less to Kiao Kang, 2:30 p. m., relayed inic Fierra, indicted last week by the: leaders announced today that the five
Paso. He is expected to return to- Though the
4 p. m.)
now
federal grand jury at El Paso for! allied crafts of shopmen
on
Tabasco and southern Yucatan is not tist church in Cambridge, was ar iby telegraph to Shanghai,
morrow or the first of the week.
rested early today as a result of the Government troops retreated to Sev-- ! breaking the white slave act, was aij strike along the Harriman railroads
For the Treasury.
regarded generally as important, the police investigation of the death by enty Mile Creek beyond Hankow Flu- - rested last night by federal officers at are preparing to strike on the Rock
Territorial Treasurer Rufus J.
federal government , and population poisoning of Miss Avis Linnell, a vial. Revolutionists claim great vic- a point about ten miles from Magda- - Island system and that a strike vote
sums
has received the following
of peninsula are in a panicky condi- student at the New England Conserv- tory.
Chinese
warships retreated lena, Socorro county, and brought to is being taken.
for the treasury: Solomon Luna, treas- tion.
of sight of the this city.
out
of
Music.
down
the
river
The proposed strike would add be
atory
urer of Valencia county, $150.67;
He will be taken to El Paso tonight tween five and ten thousand men to
are held at Merida, the capihome settlement which is quiet.
Troops
was
made
at
the
The
P.
arrest
Thomas
Warden
Fish
and
Game
Worst Fears Realized.
tal of Yucatan, with a train ready to of Moses G. Edmands, father of Rlche-son'- s
by a deputy marshal from the local the number already out.
"
Gable, $83.25.
j
Oct. 20. Fears which had office.
to disaffected points.
them
Peking,
It is said in labor circles that other
transport
in
Brooklyn.
fiancee,
New Mining Company.
were
of
since
here
Immorality.
Harvest
yesterday
prevailed
two
before
Miss
a
or
Linnell's
A
roads are likely to be involved in the
over
Frightful
is
filed
There
day
great excitement
Articles of incorporation were
Colorado Springs, Oct. 20. Startling! strike before it is settled.
rumor that a mysterious ship landed death, cards were issued for the wed confirmed tonight by an Associated
today in the territorial secretary s of
Press dispatch from Hankow which facts were revealed by Dr. Ella S. "The trouble on the Rock Island
Violet
Richeson
Miss
and
of
Yucatan
Mr.
on
arms
and
the
ammunition
ding
Company
Romero
Mining
fice by the
Webb of St. Paul, Minn., in an ad: system is not the same as the HarriEdmands, which was set for Tuesday. stated that the rebels were winning.
at Las Vegas which is incorporated coast.
sent
from Han- dress to the Congress of Farm Wom- man
was
The
message
Took
Arrest
Coolly.
From Mazatlan comes the news
system," J. A. Franklin, president
at $250,000 consisting of 250,000
It was en. Dr. Webb's subject was "Physical
of the Boilermakers' union said today.
The officers were unable to gain kow early yesterday morning.
shares at $1 each The paid in stock that General Banderas, the erstwhil
carried by a messenger to the nearest Laws of Life in Relation to the Fam- "There is a
of wage increase
governor of that town, is admittance to the Edmand's home open wire
is $2,000 subscribed by the following
and received here this ily," and she discussed the sexual involved in question
unthe
house
and
the
and
the Rock Island trouble.
Romero,
last
with
stockholders: Margarito
guarded
night
others, collecting troops
statistical
vice problem by citing
The federation is interested the same
statutory agent. 1.940 shares; C. C. guns in Culiacan Rosales to resist the til this morning, when the arrest was evening.Government in the Dark.
facts to support her argument that as in the
Robbins, J. M. Cunningham, T. W. federals, who are going there to pact made. Mr. Richeson took his arrest
strike, but it is inUp to 6 o'clock tonight, the govern- a false sense of modesty among par- correct to present
coolly.
say that the Rock Island
Hayward, W. C. Haydon, H. C. Smith, fy the state of Sinaloa.
on fuwere
harm
untold
ment
and
was
the
ents
legations
foreign
working
men are striking from sympathy."
and H. C. de Baca, each 10 shares.
The election returns thus far give "X" warrant charging first degree ai.
taoinemfwyptaoinpp ture generations.
Mr. Franklin said the wage quesLand Entries.
Pino Suarez 8,238 votes, President de murder was sworn out this morning in the dark as to developments in
Disease.
Horrible
Victims of
The following are the land entries la Barra, 4,956, and Dr. Vasquez Go- against Richeson.
need to awake tion involved a sliding scale ond was
officials claimed that
The
fathers
south.
and
the
"Mothers
R
so complicated that it would be hard
at the local land office: Lena
mez, 2,606 out of a total of 16,004 cast
Bought Deadly Poison.
the absence of news was due to the to the" gravity of conditions as they
Imboden, Mountainair; Sebero Gutier- for Vice President. Two states and
Watts saidfact that the minister of war, Gen- - exist at the present time in our coun- - to say just how much Increase is beDeputy
Superintendent
rez, San Mateo; Tinitita Mascarenos, two territories have not yet reported he received word last evening thatierai yan
"
ing asked at this time.
said Dr. Webb.
Chang, was holding the
Wagon Mound; Jose Cano, Golden;
William Hahn, a druggist of Newton graph lines an dnot allowing any butl "Each year 770,000 boys cross the
Jacobo
Baca
Ambrosio Cano, Golden;
Centre, had sold cyanide of potassium bis own messages to be transmitted,
border line from boyhood into man-tWagon Mound; Tom R. y Vigil, Wagon
on the night of October! They stated that Gen Yien Tchani,ood.
Richeson
Of this great army 450,000
TAFT
Mound.
s
1U- are doomed to be- - OUTLAWS
'organized his forces and was rapidly almost
.
Conference in Duke City.
e
to Watts, Richeson tolrl pushing forward his troops,
terrible
of
diseases,
According
victims
Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall
he had a troublesome dogjwnjie contenting himself with report-- ; 000 of them before they reach the age
of the U. S. Indian Industrial school,
which he desired to get rid of, and ing military details without furnisn-i0- f
21 years,
left this aiternoon for Albuquerque to
thus secured the poison.
white Slave Traffic
ing definite news of Wednesday's
S.
Indian
with
V.
a
conference
attend
Found Dead in Bath Room.
Thousands of innocent girls have
fight.
of
G.
Valentine
Commissioner R.
Avis Linnell, 19 years old, whose Government Troops Concentrating. . this year been lured by hope or peSheridan home
Bartender and DisWashington, D. C. Mr. Valentine was Makes First Stop
was at Hyannis, Mass., was lt was explained that concentration euniary gain, from happy, virtuous Fire
here Wednesday night on his way to
found dead in the bathroom of the of the two imperial division had been:uomes and loving parents to swell the
Fort
and
Inspects
charge a Volley Into
Arizona. Just what is the nature of
Young Wbmen's Christian Associa- completed last night at Kwang Shua, ranks of the white slave traffic, to live
Mackenzie
Fuller Saloon
the conference is not generally known,
tion' home in this city last Saturday on the Peking & Hankow railroad, 70 a life of shame and meet an untimely
but it is supposed to relate to affairs
At first It was believed that she had miles north of Hankow.
It was un- - death, because they are ignorant and
of local interest.
committed suicide, ibut,' later devel- derstood that General Yin Tchang,jlintrained In the knowledge of them-thMET BY SENATOR WARREN opments showed that sue had unknowWYOMING TOWN TERRORIZED
,
commander-in-chiefhad
selves and the world.
DRY FARMING CONGRESS
ingly taken cyanide of potassium, giv Kwang Shua.
Appalling Statement.
state-tha- t
WOMEN ELECT OFFICERS.
en or sent to her by some other per
"Add to this the appalling
Official assurances also were given
.moralized lives Desperadoes Attempt to AssassCongressman Mondell Also of son, which she used in the belief that
although the situation had been ment the weakened,
Fourteen Hundred Delegates
Regisit would remedy physical conditions grave recently, the outlook was now 0 those who have fallen into habits
inate Attorney Before
Party Escorting Chief
which were causing misery.
and ..the- - ultimate 0f cigarette smoking and liquor drink-tered and 40,000 Viewed Exhimuch Improved
'
'.V
';
Executive.
Leaving.'
v;
Accused 'a Virginian.
.:
bition at Colorado Springs.
triumph of the government was cer ingj many of whom forged their chains
Miss Linnell had previously been a tain.
!in childhood or youth, and we get
Rebels Cut Railway. .
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican' (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) friend of Mr. Richeson and tt was
isome idea of the tremendous import- (Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Lake City, Utah, Oct. 20. A
Colorado Springs, Colo., Oct. 20.
Sheridan, Wyo., Oct. 20. President understood at Hyannis that an enA rumor was current that the reb- - ance of a knowledge of the laws of
Wyoming gagement existed.
The sixth annual convention of the In-- Taft and party
however, els had cut the railroad behind the iife, which, broken or disregarded, special fr m Cokeville, AVyo., says that
Later,
ternational Dry Farming Congress and today. He was met here by TJ. S. Sen the clergyman became engaged to Miss imperial troops and captured Sia Okan!vork such deadly destruction on our five men rode into that town last evthe first International Congress of ator Warren and Congressman Mon Edmands, whose father Is a trustee ol 30 miles north of Hankow.
young people, our homes and our coun ening and for nearly an hour hem the
Farm Women came to a ciose at noon dell, who will escort him through the the Newton Theological Institution,
It is believed
place at their mrey
Another native report was that the try.
remainder of the state.
where Mr. Richeson studied for the rebels held the railway tunnel at Sini
that two members of the party were
Needful
today.
Knowledge
The local program included an
Fourteen hundred delegates regis- "The young should be given a pure the Whitney brothers, who have been
ministry.
Yang Chow, in the southern part of
Richeson is 35 years old and is a Ho Nan province and about 100 miles knowledge of the laws of life by their terrorizing parts of southern Idaho
for both congresses during the j spection of Fort Mackenzie and a
at
the city hall,
native of Rose Hill, Va.
week and the exhibits were viewed by speech
north of Hankow.
parents. A partial and impure knowl- and western Wyoming, and for whom
Although today marks the end of
more than 40,000 persons.
a search is on.
to establish wireless com-- i edge is weakening morally and
Hearing on Day of His Wedding.
Attempts
At a brief formal hearing in the
The most important work of the Ave weeks of traveling, the president
between the capital and; ally and leads to a debased and igno- Took Shot at Bar Tender.
mnrninir was the election of officers still has several thousand additional municipal court, Richeson was held Hankow have thus far been fruitless, jble view of life's duties, which inevit- men made their appearance
The
Pittsto
cover
before
miles
leaving
Pnn-.anf- Farm Women , as
without bail for further examination
h,
ably produces a weaker and lower first at the
Imperial Soldiers Disaffected.
"J
" oWyoming saloon and durburg on his supplemental trip, de- October 31, the date set for his wedAnd
Nan
womanhood.
Yun
from
and
manhood
of
follows:
Consular dispatches
type
took a shot at the bar
announced yes- ding, and was sent to Jail
which
were
of
their
tails
visit,
ing
existdisaffecWinof
fur
conditions
have
rumors
because these
pending
President, Mrs. Leslie Stavert,
report persistent
tender.
terday.
ther proceedings.
tion' among the Imperial soldiers.
ed, children and youth have grown
nipeg, Canada.
Going out on to the street, they or
Both the moder ntroops and the up with a lowered standard of moral- First vice president, Miss Irma E. RODGERS AND ROBINSON
BATTLE
STUBBORN
BETWEEN
threaten to mutin ity which is alarming to those who are dered the residents to their homes
local
Oklahoma
Okla.
regiments
Mathews,
City,
PACE.
KEEP UP THEIR
ITALIANS AND TURKS because they have not been paid and interested in the future of our young and, while enforcing their orders with
Second vice president, Mrs. Clark
their firearms, Peter H. Anderson rerefuse to march against the rebels people."
W. Kelley, Devil's Lake, N. Dak.
Reached Texas Capital From Benghazi is Bombarded by Invaders i,, Sze Chuen. The viceroy Is said to
ceived a bullet in the leg.
Third vice president, Mrs. John T. Former
Waco This Afternoon
Other
Who Land Four Thousand
have withdrawn the ammunition from ICE HOUSE COLLAPSED
Fired Into Saloon,
Wictses, Logan, Utah.
Flies in Iowa.
IN SUGARITE CANON.
Troops on Coast.
the troops and to have fortified his
Secretary-treasureMrs. John T.
Later
visitors rode to the office
the
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Yamen.
The first large ice house up in
Burns, Colorado Springs, Colo.
of County Attorney Reynolds and took
Waco, Tex., 'Oct. 20. Aviator Rod-ger-s By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
canon, situated a short distance several shots at
The executive committee includes:
Foreigners Warned to Leave.
at 11:15 a. m. today, resumed his
him, but none was ef
Benghazi, Tripoli,, Oct. 20. The
Yun Nan re- below the new Sugarite camp, colfax fective. Just before leaving the town
Mrs. C. C. Stearns, Rosalie, Kansas; ocean to ocean
at
consul
French
The
Au
Italian
from
under
fleet
Rear
Admiral
flight, starting
over
blew
Wednesday night
Mrs. Swift, Boise, Idaho; Mrs. J. W. this city for San Antonio, Texas. Fly- brey bombarded this
they rode to the Fuller Saloon and
city yesterday ceived a letter signed "War Minister county,
Carpenter, Cheyenne, Wyo.; Mrs. L. ing high and steadily, Rodgers passed and landed four thousand men, who of the Revolutionists," recommending during the high wind an dtoppled onto fired a volley through the front wina Santa 'e and Eastern engine and dow. So
A. Morrill, Utah;- Mrs. J. E. Mondell, over BartUtt, fifty-fiv- e
miles south of after a brisk battle, occupied a por that foreigners leave the . country
far as known, no one was
Tucumcari, N. M.; Mrs. William Flan-ner- here at 12:25 p. m.
tion of the town. The greater part ot while yet there was time. In conse- caboose, which was standing alongside hurt there.
of
none
the
time.
Fortunately,
and Mrs.
the troops, however, camped on the quence, the missionaries have been at the
Belgrade
Mont.;
Thirty Miles' in Thirty Minutes.
Before the townspeople could orCharles A. Lory, Fort Collins, Colo.
warned by couriers, and are preparing trainmen were injured, although two
Temple, Texas, Oct. 20. Rodgers beach last night. The Turks refused
for resistance, the visitors
ganize
in
were
men
imminent
of
or
the
three
to
Resolutions were passed endorsing reached
leave.
to
surrender and made a stubborn re
here, thirty miles from Waco,
and a posse is searching
rode
away
Revolt.
Mohammedan
the vocational, educational hill pend- in thirty minutes flying time.
danger.
sistance.
for them.
A Mohammedan rebellion is reporting in congress; the establishment of
e
Covered Seventy-FivMiles.
ed imminent in Kan Su, the scene of
a National Bureau of Home EconomGeorgetown, Texas, Oct. 20. Rodthe Mohammedan revolt of 1858-7and
SNOW AND RAIN ADVANCE
of
a special wom- gers passed over here at 1:25 p. m.
the holding
ics,
GLOOMY FOR
here that a BILLY
belief
is
The
strong
THE GRAIN PRICES.
en's exhibit at the annual sessions of about seventy-fiv- e
from
miles
today's
serious defeat of the government
the congress.
starting point.
forces, as seems probable from toToday's program of the Dry FarmII DCIJITCHT Oats Gathered Strength From Corn
May Rest at Austin.
dispatch from Hankow, would
night's
ing Congress was of an educational
and Wheat Goes Upward.
arOct.
20.
Austin, Texas,
Rodgers
on
.the
an
have
effect
country
such
nature. Among the principal speak- rived at 1:55 p. m.
Provisions Steady.
made one
Rodgers
fall
into
ripe
ers were E. R. Parsons, of Parker, stop enroute
generally that it would
Granat
here,
alighting
the hands of th erevolutionlsts.
Colo.; L. R. Waldron, of Dickinson, N. ger. On landing here he said he was
Declares Publicly
He (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Pluvius Continues to
Cipher Dispatches Prohibited.
Dak.; J. M. Bradshaw, of Payton, uncertain whether he would continue Jupiter
Chicago, 111., Oct. 20. With snow
a
sent
The
strong
legations today
Has Returned to DemColo.; and Dr. W. E. Taylor of Moline, on to San Antonio
Pour Down Phila-- ;
'
today.
and
rain in the Northwest impending
the
government
111.
joint protest to
Hugh Robinson on the Way.
Fold
and spoiling wheat still in the fields,
of cipher disocratic
the
prohibition
delphia
against
' Dubuque, Iowa, Oct. 20.
Hugh Robthe cereal today made a fiesh adpatches, which Is completely dislocat'
TWO ENGLISH STEAMERS
inson, the aviator, who is on his way
vance in prices.
and threatens to upset the
Opening
trade
figures
ing
COLLIDE NEAR HAMBURG. from Minneapolis to New Orleans in
lower. DecemIS A6AIN POSTPONED money- market and lead to a danger- STILL HE DENOUNCES MURPHY were unchanged to
a hydro aeroplane, rose from here at
and quickber started at 101 to 101
ous panic.
One of the Vessels Sank In Elbe And 10:30 today and started south. He exThe close
ly advanced to 101
Telegraph Lines Destroyed.
Other Was Stranded on the
pected to reach Rock Island, ninety-nin- e Grounds Are Not Likely to Be Shanghai Oct. 20 The following Twas Iniquity of Tammany That was nervous, with December
Low Shore.
miles from here tonight.
net higher at 102
message from Vice Admiral Winsloe,
Caused Birth of Independin Shape for the Play
senior British naval officer at HanScattered investment buying made
ence League.'
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) TWELVE MEN DROWNED
kow, sent by wireless from a British
corn firm. Decemoer opened a shade
Hamburg, Oct. 20. Two English
was
here
received
IN IRON MINE.
vessel off Hankow,
to
lower to
steamers collided In the mouth of the
up at 65
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) this morning: "All telegraph lines to (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
The close
and rose to Co
Elbe during a fog today. One of the
R.
New York, Oct. 20. William
Oct. 20. Jupiter Plu- Shanghai and to Peking were deAmong Victims is Foreman David
Philadelphia,
t-vessels sank' and the other stranded.
up at 66
vius still holds the advantage m the stroyed by fire last night for a dis- - Hearst's announcement that he was was strong 1
Slaight Who Tried to Save.
No details were available late this af-Notwithstanding a little wavering
series for the baseball championship tance of a mile beyond the settle- back in the
His Workers.
regular Democratic fold at the outset, oats gathered strength
ternoon.
(By Special Leased Wire to New, Mexican) of the world. For three days,
the ment."
c
much
caused
December started
speculation in political from corn.
N.
20.
Oct.
Twelve
Hibernia,
J.,
rain god has prevented the PhiladelGovernment Troops Retreat.
c and then advanced
x x men .were drowned here today when phia Americans
and the New York
Another wireless message dispatch- circles today regarding the fate of down at 47
CATHOLICS DENOUNCED
a blast destroyed a partition between Nationals from getting together for ed from Hankow at noon today and the Independence League. This or- to 48c.
;"s
by progressives; Xjtwo shafts in the Iron mines of the their fourth tilt for the premier baseLack of selling pressure kept proover the land lines at ganization was founded by Mr. Hearst
X Wharton Steel Company, and let a ball honors.
Kou Klang reaching here at 4 o'clock, and nominated candidates, supported visions steady. First sales were 5c off
-Washington, Oct. 20. "Both X! great quantity of water, accumulated
Today opened as dark and gloomy says that the government troops re- by him, in the last national and state to 2
up with January 15.52
reason and experience are ig- In an old shaft, flood the gallery as did Wednesday and Thursday and treated up Seventy Mile creek, while campaigns.
to 15.55 for pork; 9.05 for lard; and
nored by Cardinal Gibbons and X where they were at work. All the vic when the
Mr. Hearst declared himself last 8.15 for ribs.
umpires saw that there was the Chinese warships withdrew down
Archbishop Ireland when they X tims are foreigners except David no prospect of the weather clearing the river out of sight The revolu night at the opening rally of the local
use the words "mob law" and X Slaight, foreman of the gang, who lost they
fusion campaign.
again decided not to wait until tlonarles claim a great victory.
FIFTEEN HU"RT
"monocracy" In describing the X his life in trying to aid his men.
"I am speaking," he said, "as a ONE KILLED,
Secedes.
later in the day and called the game
Cruiser
IN TEXAS TRAIN. WRECK.
a
initiative, referendum and re-- X
I
off at 9:60 o'clock.
Still another message says that the good citizen, hope, and also as
call," said Senator Jonathan X PO8TAL ROUTES ESTABLISHED.
Mr. Murphy and his
The game goes over until tomor- revolutionists at; Hankow ojalm a good Democrat.
of
the
X
Postal messenger service has been row. Umpire Klem, after an lnspec-- great victory over the Imperials. They kind drove me out of the Democratic (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Bourne, Jr., president
Marshall, Tex., Oct. 20. One perNational Progressive Republi- X established between Delohos and Red tion of the field, gave It as his
opinion declare that they captured the liver-tha-t party five yeans ago, but the com- son was
killed end fifteen others sercan League, in a statement Is-- X Lake, Roosevelt county, daily, except
of
cuorse
Demmendable
and!
the
to
national
be
will
have
an
side and the. railway station, after
there
.
x . Sunday and from La Union. Dona Ana radical change in the weatherearly
sued today,
'"
there'
'
ocracy has brought me hack Into the iously injured in the wreck here today
if
of a passenger train.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX county, to Canutlllo, Texas, dally. ' Is to be a game here tomorrow.
Continued on Page Fwuv t v.s fold
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CHALLENGING

Five Allied Crafts of Shop- Two Talesmen Passed Over
men Taking Vote on
Because of Their Decided Beliefs
Question

In-

Magdalena

F0REIGNER5JMED

01

STRIKE

UNDER

221

Nw fltcxlcan)
20. The
stale challenged Talesman T. W.
Adi:ns at the oiening of the McNa-mar- a
murder trial today because of
The challenge was
implied bins.
based on Adams' opposition to the
death penalty and also what the California criminal code defines as "actu(

Bv Fpeci.-i- l

Ijs

Leased Wire to

Angeles,

Calif., Oct.

al bias."
The court took the matter under consideration.
Opposed to Circumstantial Evidence.
The challenge was resisted by Attorney Darrow for the defense, who
Adams. The talesman
said he believed the Times disaster
was due to
gas explosion, having
formed the opinion from reading of
the case in newspapers and magazines.
He objected strongly to circumstantial evidence.
There is no section of the criminal
code covering circumstantial evidence,
and for this reason it was necessary
to construe the Adams attitude on
this question as bius toward the prisoner.
Talesman a Socialist.
Adams is a Socialist and a portion
of his examination was taken up in
separating his theoretical political
beliefs and his personal attitude toward the prisoner.
The state takes the position that
belief in the gas theory is virtually
belief in the innocence of the defendant.
A few minutes later the state also
challenged Talesman A. R. Mcintosh
because of his objection to the death
penalty on circumstantial evidence.
This challenge also was resisted by
the defense.
Implied bias was the
formal ground .or the challenge.
"I would convict no man on circumstantial evidence," Insisted Mcintosh,
with emphasis, when questioned
by
the defense.
"Now, suppose the evidence were
entirely circumstantial, would ,you
find the defendant guilty in any
case?" he was asked.
"I might find him guilty, but I would
not impose the death penalty, on circumstantial evidence," answered Mcintosh.
The co.irt also took this challenge
under consideration.
Two Jurors Selected.
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 20. The
men who probably will be the first
two jurors in the McN'amara murder
case were selected in court today.
They are Seaborn H. Manning and
F. D. Green. Both men, already passed for cause by the defense, were
passed by the state today, and indications were that Manning and probably
Green would escape peremptory challenge.
The death penalty which the lower
house of the California legislature voted to abolish this year, became a prominent issue in Judge Walter Bord-wellcourt today in the effort to get
a jury to try James S. McN'amara for
the murder of Charles J. Haggerty,
who was killed in ihe Los Angeles
Times explosion and fire, a year ago.
Four Oppose Death Penalty.
Four successive talesmen under examination by the state said that they
were opposed to infliction of the death
penalty.
Ernest F. Decker, a landscape gard-newhen questioned by the court,
said flatly that he would not return a
verdict of guilty in a capital crime on
circumstantial evidence.
Five Challenged,
The cases ot T. W. A2ams, and A.
R. Mcintosh, who also opposed infliction of the death penalty on circumstantial evidence were taken under
consideration by the court, making in
all five talesmen now under challenge
for cause.
S. H. Manning already passed lor
cause by the defense, also was passed
by the state, being the first talesman
to pass both sides. 's

r,

The First Juror.
will be the first final
juror unless excused by peremptory
He probably

challenge.
F. D. Green, a retired rancher, also
was examined by the state and passed
for cause.
He Was Bia-e- d,
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 20. E. F.
Decker, a landscape gardener, declared on direct, and later on cross examination, that he could not return a
verdict of guilty on circumstantial evidence providing the death penalty
was lrot imposed.
The court interrogated Decker and

drew forth the statement that he
could not render a verdict of guilty if
it meant the death penalty for the
defendant. The court allowed the
challenge, interposed by the state.
Two Passed for Cause.
Talesman Seaborn H. Manning,
next was interrogated and passed for
cause by the state. He was the first
to withstand the questions of the prosecution without being challenged.

!
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brief examination by the state
was also passed for cause.

and
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The Little Store
We Guarantee

Everything
Good

to Eat and

Everything
Under this Brand

SLEPT SIX WEEKS
When the strange case of the Iowa
woman who had slept constantly for
43 days was reported,
many people
who could not sleep'at ail wished that
they might have a similar experience.
You would be surprised to know
how many people there are right
around here who hardly ever get
more than two or three hours' sleep
o Tiiffht nwinp' in hnH health irpneral
and wrn ut condition.
!v'eaknt,ss
;11SS l..uuiba Ajuuvvig. iicnam, t.
who went through all this has written
a letter saying:
"Having felt weak, tired and badly
rundown, with little appetite, and inability to sleep well, I began to take
Viiiol which I had heard was the best
It has
remedy for that condition.
--

to be

Under the
Solitaire Brand

!,!

GROCER

R
WE

r

Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.
Telephone No. 40.
CASH PURCHASES,
ALL
WITH
TICKETS
GIVE REGISTER

l'hsLDeHeatesseri"Store

j

We carry the best of Imported Goods.
Our Bakery is always going. Fresh
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :

'

j

Delicious Cream Puffs on Thursday and Saturday

LOUIS NAPOLEON

Phone, .91 Black.

&

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

For INTERNATIONAL

STOCK

,n,v hnildine

Ull

TFTEn.AT GtRTTOF SU MMER.
'Tis the last girl of Summer
Left swimming alone.
All her lovely companions
Have packed up and gone.

FOOD.

which Brit was hit twice in the Jaw,
JUST TRY A TEN CENT
bruising the face. Brit secured a
butcher knife and, entering again, pro
BOX OF CASGARETS
ceeded to run every one out except
the barkeeper, who closed with him,
a bottle of wine in either hand, which Insures You for Months Against a Sick
he brought into use on Brit's head
Headache, Biliousness, Constipawith such effect that Brit took to
tion or a Bad Stomach.
bis heels and landed In the arms of
an officer. He was placed under $100
Put aside just once the Salts,
bond.
Cathartic Pills, Castor Oils or purga
tive waters which merely force a
CHAPTER FROM HISTORY
passageway through the bowels, but
OF THE WHITE HOUSE. do not thoroughly cleanse, freshen and
purify these drainage or alimentary
organs, and have no effect whatever
President Roosevelt Considered
upon the liver and stomach.
a Misfit Because of
Keep your inside organs pure and
Attack on Bursum.
fresh with Cascarets, which thoroughWhite House, Washington, May 27, ly cleanse the stomach, remove the
1907.
undigested, sour and fermenting food
George Curry, Governor, Mindanao, and foul gases, take the excess bile
from the liver and carry out of the
iwaun.
you gov- system all the decomposed waste mat
Today I have appointed
ernor of New Mexico. Take next ter and poisons in the intestines and
steamer for Santa Fe, New Mexico, bowels.
A Cascaret tonight will make you
without fail. At present I have a
They work
"misfit" as governor of New Mexico. feel great by morning.
Wish to make change at earliest pos- while you sleep never gripe, sicken
and cost only 10 cents a box from
sible day.
your druggist. Millions of men and
THEODORE ROOSEVELT,
women take a Cascaret now and then
Reply.
Curry's
Executive Mansion, Mindanao, Philip-- , and never have Headache, Biliousness,
coated tongue, Indigestion, Sour Stomr- - pines, May 28, 1907.
The President, White House, Wash ach or Constipated bowels. Cascarets
Children
belong in every household.
ington.
Am very busy appointing judges, just love to take them.
Hag-erma- n

SEED.

AH

kinds cf f lovers, garden

&

field seeds in bulk and

LEO HERSCH

R.

clerks, installing elections this province. Can't come at once. Don't want
job very much anyhow.
GEORGE CURRY.
Quick Change Necessary.
White House, Washington, May 28,

To reflect back her shivers
Or hear her sharp sigh.

1907.

In her neat bathing costume
She looks like a peach
Or did she at the moment
She ran down the beach.
She dove through the breakers
And laughed with delight
As on through the billows
She swam with her might.

Mindanao,
George Curry, Governor,
Philippines.
must understand. Now
You
have a "misfit" as governor of New
Mexico. Wish to make change at
earliest possible hour. Start next
steamer.
THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
Obeyed.
Executive Mansion, Mindanao, Phil
ippines, May 29 1907.
The President, White House, Wash
ington.
Must obey order my Colonel. 1
start by next steamer.
GEORGE CURRY.
A Postscript Appoints a Governor.
In order to preserve an important
record in history it is necessary to
know how a postscript to a letter got
a governor appointed for New Mexi

flannels

Are there for a stroll,
No lank Summer lover
To pledge heart and soul.
The hotel piazzas
Are empty and bare
The last girl of Summer
Is all that is there.

packag

45

J

J. CRICHTON

LUMBER

&

COAL YARD

DAWSON COAL

" The
Quality Coal."

Ros-we-

ll

Native Turquoise Matrix, Malachite, Qar
nets, and Other Stones.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

NOW IS THE TIME

You are requested to call and see and

JESSE FRENCH PIANO

1

inld-da- y

LEARNARDLINDEMA1NN COMPANY

1

-

ad

1

BISHOP J. MILLS
KENDRICK TAKES VACATION.
He Has Been In Failing Health and
Will Spend Six Months in
California.
The Right Reverend J. Mills Kend- rick, bishop of the Episcopal district
of New Mexico, who has been far
from well for several months, by ad
vice of his physicians, has asked the
presiding bishop for a leave of absence
for six months, and has turned over
the administration of the district to
the Council of Advice, which consists
of Rev. Henry Easter, Rev. W. E. War
ren, Mr. J. S. Porcher and Mr. R. H,
Smith, as the ecclesiastical authority
during his absence. The bishop will
pass the time quietly with his sister,
who lives at South Pasadena, Califor
nia.

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
he is senior partner of the firm of F.
J. Cheney & Co., doing business in
the City of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay

the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the use
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribe
in my presence, this 6th day of Decern
ber A. D., ttsi.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Halls Catarrh Cure is taken intern
ally, and acts directly on the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY ac CO., TOLEDO. O
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constt
pation.

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE

1

.

n

213

Phone,

GORMLEY

We can furnish beautiful

DUTCH TALCUM POWDER

i

--

NEW MEXICO STAR PENNANTS
in State Colots for 65c.
Appropriate Novelties

for Athletic Events, Conventions, Celebrations,

Etc., furnished reasonable
PHONE OR MAIL US YOUR ORDERS,

at short notice.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

Whv Imoort Mineral Water ?
WHEN

:

YOU CAN

:

GET THE

:

folohfa'fWl MaAen Rnftf Mineral Witfr
All Kinds of Soda;
Special Hijfh Ball Ginger Ale
Patronize home industry.

Delivered to your house.

Leave orders

THE SANTA FE MINERAL
WHOLESALE
AtD RETAIL

oal

Screened

WATER CO.

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERR1LLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.

Steam Coal.

Kindlin.
CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Sawed Wood and

fiaWKSVlSSf.

For Best Laundry Work

Telephone

Telephone 85

85

BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
RETURNS THURSDAY

AND FRIDAY

Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. P. O. Brown, Agent.
Phone Red

No. 23.

Phone, Red No. 2)

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

FOR

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
IE

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
andlincles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in IheEspanoIa Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

CAD C

A

rUIt JAIX

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
Phone us, we will be glad to call for
your laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursdays and
Fridays.
All work Is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed en

Modern Residences for Rent.

103

F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122

PHONE

RED 122

R. H. STOLLE, Agent.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. OANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.

BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
French Noodle Order 20c. a dish,
New Tork Chop Suey 50c.

- -

LIVERY STABLE
9

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

C&L 'Phone

9

CHAS. CLOSSON

Yfiien in Need of Anyftlftf
in the LIVERY LINE.
Drivers Furni&hei ,

Don Qaspar Ave.

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone

New York.

213

TheFhjegOh.
VIOLET SANDAL COAPS

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

TOILET AND PERFUME PREPARATIONS

yj

Bl'k,66l9

Pennants for Decorations

KNOWN

Made by A. A. VANTINE & CO.,
Snd.Ud OeUh.

Phone 14

If Its Hardware We Have It.

Phone 14.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY
Well
HAVE THE

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Imperial Laundry

s

'

WHEN YOU REPAIR THE OLD HOUSE OR BUILD THE NEW
ONE, REMEMBER THAT GOOD PAINTS ARE ABSOLUTELY
NECESSARY TO KEEP THE HOUSE FROM ROTTING. PAINT IS
A PAYING INVESTMENT.
PAINT IS ALSO A LUXURY. YOU KNOW YOU WILL FEEL
BETTER IN A NEWLY PAINTED HOME. ASK YOUR WIFE IF
SHE DOESN'T WANT THE HOUSE PAINTED?

"

'

Phone

B

IllHtf! .."lllS Hnmni

111

has any objections to a person he
wants to appoint, though in this, as
in other matters, Roosevelt often
broke away from the custom or preceThe diplomatic
dent.
secretary
promptly said: "He is satisfactory to
me if he is to you." The president
then replied: "I think it is a bully ap
pointment."
At once the cable and wireless were
made hot to and from the Philippine!
as indicated above.

hear the beautiful tone

Zook's Pharmacy

a.

MMMMsMlak.A

((nW&S&F

V

i

grain

45

sw
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She comes from the water,
Her bathing suit soaked
The very same garment
co.
The only exclusive
house in Santa Fe
Of which oft we've Joked.
Major Wm. H. H. Llewellyn, United
She smiles in enjoyment:
States attorney for New Mexico, had
"Though Summer is past,
written and signed a long letter to
I'll now go home happy
the popular colonel of the "Rough
I've been in at last!"
Riders," President Roosevelt; mark
Phone Black
Phone Black
Chicago Post. ing it personal. Before sealing this
letter Major Llewellyn received and
read a long letter from his former
comrade in arms, Captain George Cur
THE STATE
ry, recounting many matters of inter
est in his work of pacification of three
of the worst provinces in the Philip
Sold Liquor Without a License,
pines, as governor of each province
A. Marcowitz was arrested at Albu- - at different times,
The letter closed with the statement
querque for .selling liquor without a
license.
that he thought he had fully perform
ed his entire duty to his country and
was thinking of resigning and return
He Beat His Wife.
Antonio Trusselo was bound over in ing to the United States.
Llewellyn Suggests Curry.
$200 bail at Old Albuquerque for beatTurning to his letter to the presi
ing his wife.
dent, Major Llewellyn wrote:
"P. S. I have just received and
of
Bootlegging.
Acquitted
read a long letter from Governor
Henry Halsey was acquitted at
George Curry, in the Philippines. He
of the charge of bootlegging-antalks of resigning and returning to
Near Union Depot
333 HICKOX STREET,
selling liquor to a minor.
the United States."
And, in his usual jovial mood, Major
PHONE, RED 100.
Broke His Leg.
Llewellyn closed his postscript with
W. E. Potts, a miller employed by the words:
the Southwestern Milling and Electri"He would make an excellent gov
cal Company at San Marcial, Socorro ernor for New Mexico," and signed
county, became entangled in milling
LLEWELLYN.
The President had just finished
machinery and had a leg broken. He
FINE ASSORTMENT OF
was taken to a hospital at
reading the long personal letter; including the postscript. Just at this
moment the secretary of the interior
Wilson Addresses
Mohonk Confer entered the office of the president to
attend a cabinet meeting. At once the
ence.
U. S. Attorney for the Pueblo Indi- president handed the letter to the
ans, Francis C. Wilson, addressed the secretary saying:
"There is your next governor for
Lake Mohonk Conference at Lake MoSan Francisco Street.
honk, N. Y., this week. He described New Mexico. Have you any objecthe exceptional position of the Pueblo tions? Read the postscript."
To select your stones for mounting
A Bully Appointment
Indians of New Mexico.
for Holiday Presents. They are
As the usual custom the president
asks the head of a department if he
always acceptable.
Wife Beating Cause for Divorce.
Mrs. Rafaela Juarez, at Roswell, fil
ed suit for divorce against her hus
Clergyman's Son
band, Castula Juarez, alleging that he
Cured
of Tuberculosis
beat her. The couple were married
is a nattering disease and
sixteen years ago and there are two theConsumption
sufferer is fllled with bright Uoucs ot
children. She ascribes her husband's iniiuiivimeiit. Call it lv lis own dread
mine and then take
Eeknian's Alteraderelictions to drunkenness.
tive, because It is effective in Tuberculosis. No one need doubt about it
there is plenty of evidence from live
Judgment in Tax Suits.'
Investigate the following:
Amenta. N. Y.
Judgments in tax suits in Mora
Gentlemen: Trior to Feb., 1U08, I was
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
located in Itoebestor, N. V'., suffering
county to the amount of several thouwhich developed Into
Ludrlpiie,
THIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS sand dollars have been signed by the nilli
ubeiculosis. My
gave me one
court. This means that the county is month lo live. 1 physician
was having terrible
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
sweats
and
night
chills
and losahead a large amount of money that ing flesh rapidly, having gone from
135
it probably never would have received to l.fcj lbs.
coughed and raised continually and became so weak- that walking
to
recourse
unless
the courrt had a tew feet exhausted inc. On my return
are ordering in car-loshipments for Holiday Trade. Place your been obtained.
my regulur physician gave me litDistrict Attorney nouie.
tle encouragement.
My father, who is a
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
Charles W. G. Ward has made a good clergyman,
heard of Kckman's
Alteraour terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
record in tax collections as well as tive and induced me to take It. The
night sweats and chills disappeared, my
and Arizona purchasers.
in his other activities as a public of- cough
became easier and gradually diminished and In a few
i developed
ficial. Las Vegas Optic.
an appetite, the first Indays
months. I am
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
now in perfect health, back to IKS lbs.
feel certain that I owe my life to
Rough House in Saloon.
Alterative."
Established 1900
LEARN ARD &
A rough house variety show was enIS. II. COWLE8,
(Signed!
- I cannot find
"(lentlenien:
words to
Mexico
New
acted
at
L1NDEMANN CO.
the La Patrla saloon on El express my appreciation
Albuqurque,
of
vour
Paso and Overland streets at El Paso, remedy has done for my son. what
E. M. Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
.It
ehatiged
iulo hope within two weeks afthat kept the habitues and employes despair
h:ter
luiiiii takln-- i It, and without
of that place on the jump for several doubt In my mind. It saved his life. any
"I wis'i lo s"'i my endorsement to
hours. The curtain raiser was given every
word of li s tentlnioiibil."
KKV. 1. .1. t'OWI.ES.
(Kiguedl
by J. A. Brit, when, according to the
Pastor Presbyterian ( h :rch.
police, he entered and ordered all the
Altc.alive
effective in Itr'u
patrons to vacate, but when approach- chilis. At!iiiiu.-Hal'ver: Throat an
For hire at popular pricoa Guggle and aaddla hoi
g Troubles., end bi miliiiililliie Hie
ed by the manager, he left. Seveca! fcyfctem.
I oi
not contain poisons, oi:;'t'-HACK LINE
CORRrCK'S
THEODORE C0RR1CK, Pray.
:
minutes later he appeared a",ain, and!
Ask for hooUet
dregs
p
nun write in kckiiiiiii
.
,
""
the barkeener ordered mm out,
Phona Black i3Z
oratory. Pl'l'adelnhla. Pa., for more evl '
Whereupon Brit cursed him, it is Said; '!''' e. I'or sale by all lending flrnvgiebi an
ensued a knock-dowin j by Zook's Pharmacy in Santa Fe
and drag-ou- t

UFaLFA

ln

1911.

20,

Lat-ter- 's

No fair debutante,
No heiress Is nigh

No young men in

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.
Sole Agent,

mpt

my strength, improving my appetite
and enabling me to sleep soundly."
If you are worn out and weak and
want new strength so you can eat
well, sleep well, and be well, Vinol,
our delicious cod liver and iron remedy is what you need, and we guarantee it to satisfy you. The Capital
Pharmacy, Santa Fe, N. M.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

4

if

lilts

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1911.

HER

WHEN
A Woman

Finds

Ambition

BACK

ACHES.

Her Energy and

All

.

Slippinq Away.

Santa Fe women Know bow the
aches and pains that come when the
kidneys fail make life a burden. Back-- t
ache, hip pains, headaches, dizzy
spells, distressing urinary troubles, all
tell of sick kidneys and warn you of
the stealthy approach ot dropsy or
Brigth's disease. Doan's Kidney Pills X
are for the kidneys only. They at
tack kidney diseases by striking at:
Here's proof of it in a
the cause.
Santa Fe woman's words:
Mrs. Desederia J. tie Quintana, Col- X
lege St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says; X
"Several years ago I used Doan's Kid- X
ney Fills and I was cured of a bad X
At that X
attack of kidney complaint.
time a statement appeared in the lo- X
cal papers, telling of my experience X
and I now take pleasure in confirm- X
ing all that was then said in theii X
praise. I had pains in my back that X
made it difficult for me to stoop and
there were other troubles which plainly showed that my kidneys were at
fault.
Soon after I began taking
Doan's Kidney Pills, improvement
was noticeable and the contents of
two boxes, not cnly restored my kidneys to their normal condition but
also removed the pain from my back.
.1 am glad to say that during the time
that has since passed, my cure has
been permanent."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. FosterMilbuvn Co., Buffalo,
:New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
.

1-- 4

Claimant names as witnesses:
Seferino Lucero, James M. Lopez,
Teodorio Ortiz, and Felix Ortiz, all of
Pecos, N. M.

MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
IMlEi

m
1 ADUb All

Leave

connect with No 2 westbound. No. 10 eastbound.
Returning arrive i- Santa Fe l2:lP
8.10 a. m.

-t

p. m.
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, westbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:31
p. m.

7:20 p. m. conect with No. ? and
westbound; No. 4 and 8 taetbound
Returning arr'v at Sanut Fe 11:10
p. m.
D. 4 ft. Q. Ry.
Leaves 10:16 a. m. tor north.
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north.
New 'exlco Central Ry.
Leave 5:45 p. m., conlerts with No.
2 east and 1 south and west
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with cennectioni
from No. 3 east
3

ComNew , Mexican
Printing
pany has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially tor the use of
of the peace. They are especially ruled, with printed headings, In
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather back and
'Cover and canvas sides, nail full
Index in front and the tees of Justice
of the peace and constables printed
In full on the flrst page. The pages
Combined Civil and Crlitlii.--J . . 4.00
inches. These books art
are 10
made up in clvV and criminal dockets,
separate ot 3"? pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in on
book, 80 pases civil and S20 peget
criminal. To Introduce them they axe
offered at the following prices
$2.TE
Civil or Criminal .
For 45 cents aUbonal for a slngl
docket, or 55 cents additional for s
combination docket, they will be aent
by mall or prepaid express. Cash In
order. State
full must accompany
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed beading Is wanted.
.

Jus-tlce- s

TO AND FROM lOSVELL
Connections made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Rosretl, dally
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
The
itoswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.

ween

Santa F aud Torrance

Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Reserve seats on auto
Roswell io.
mobile by wire. J. W 9'ockard.
Let Him Know it If you are out ol
a position, you must let the employer
know It A wast advertisement In the
New Mexican will reach every business and professional man in the city
and county and a great many In the
territory. If you have any special talent, do not hide it under a bushel.

WOOD'YS HACK LINE
" Prom

TICKET.

TalcphoM Rc4 35 and have
yxmr orders delivered.

SOFT DRINKS

M

MANZANARES WITHDRAWS
AS CANDIDATE.
of
Manzanares
Francisco
Fort Sumner, Guadalupe coun- ty, has withdrawn as the
Democratic nominee for audi- tor. This was stated officially
today by A. A. Jones, chairman of the Democratic central
committee. Mr. Jones was em- pbatic in denying the rumors
that Mr. Manzanares bad been
"withdrawn" on account of
prohibitionist objections, and

insisted he "withdrew" for, per-sonal reasons.
Francisco Delgado of this

X

X
X

S
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

ftCTGH ALE, WILD CHERRY,

There are some precincts to hear from
and it may change the results for
commissioner in the third district.
County division has played a very
Important part in the campaign. The
people at Artcsia are still working foT
an Artesia county. The people on
the Plains that now have to travel
overland from fifty to a hundred
miles to get to the county seat want
a county on the Plains.
This the
Carlsbad people considered reasonable
while they are very much opposed to
an Artesia county. Hope in the far
northwest part of the county also
has hope of some time being a countj

ni

COCO

ntkg

SODA, HON SKEW

::

COLA,

::

:

Genuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
Utfrfcb
-

7,

seat.

Socialists

ilflO.1

fill,

I0QTIEO, 10MJ)llt

f

'a V

nade

fast

FE BOTTUIG

SANTA

WOSIS

filkxea vater

'

URY WCi,
Proprietor,

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

s

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

in Quay County.

There are now Socialist tickets in
ten counties of New Mexico.

The

la-

test to nominate a ticket, are the Socialists of Quay county, who named
the following:
State senate D. Roy Welch, Nor-

'

7

BROTHERS

DIRECTED BY THE CHRISTIAN

r.

i j.' t.

C

-

V-.-

THE OLDEST AND MOST POPULAR

t.

INSTITUTION IN

THE SOUTHWEST

ton.

Representative J. R. Langdon, Norton; C. H. Smith, Tucumcari.
Probate Judge D. H. Lewis, San
Jon.
County clerk John J. Avery, Tucumcari.
County treasurer C. H. Cooper, Tu.
cumcari.
Sheriff J. R. Potter, Dodson,
Assessor R. A. Eslinger, Tucumcari.
County superintendent J. W. Pratt,
Canode.
County commissioner, st district
E. L. Love. Tucumcari.
Second district J. D. Hunt, Quay.
Third district A. S. Hickerson.
Loyd.

1

i

.

.1.- -

"AH

Francisco Delgado.
Candidate for State

Democratic

Auditor.
city, has been named by the
X central committee to run in

X

X
X
X
X
X

COURSES-COMMERC-

'&lpa

V

k

LITERARY and SCIENTIFIC

IAL,

Studies Resumed
September 5th.

k-- -

Made a Trade In Torrance.
After demanding five places on the
Torrance county Democratic! ticket
for his henchmen, George H. Van
Stone, candidate on the state Democratic ticket for corporation commissioner, finally accented three Dlaces
at the Estancia convention, and even
that took a hard struggle for the Democrats are at last awakening to the

M

tel.

I

ELFEGO BACA, ALBUQUERQUE,

CANDIDATE

form Separate Departments
Sends For Prospedtus

Academic and Preparatory Courses
Boarding and Day Students.

J

BROTHER EOINARD, PRES

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

FOR CONGRESS.

TO
cisquita Pohmer, a native of New
Mexico, with German and Spanish ancestors.

Age, 4G years.
Born at Socorro.
X place of Mr. Manzanares. Mr.
Parents moved to Topeka,
As a Lawyer.
X Delgado is a well known shoe
Kansas, when he was one year
Mr. Baca studied law with the late
X merchant.
old.
Judge H. B. Hamilton. In 1803, he
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Lived in Topeka and went to
was admitted to practice before the
fact that the
Progressives It school there until he was 14.
are
Supreme Court of New Mexico and
rather
than
weakening
strength
Campaign Song.
Appointed deputy sheriff, So- in 1902 to practice in the state of!
the Democratic cause. As a
The Clovis Glee club made a hit ening
18
years old.
Texas. He was a member of a law
consequence of this haggle, the Dem- t corro, when
with the following selection:
Deputy sheriff of Bernalillo
firm at Socorro with Judge A. A. Free- ocrats turned down the SDanish
Who is McDonald?
county, 1884 to 1888.
American candidates. The following
man, who had just retired from the
Does Anybody know?
Deputy U. S. marshall 1888.
is the ticket:
supreme bench of New Mexico.
him
to
make
tried
governor
They
County clerk of Socorro, 1893
A Progressive.
Representative, A. J. Green.
Without a khost of a show.
X to 1896.
Clerk, J. J. While.
Mr. Baca comes of distinguished
Studied law under Judge
S
Assessor, Dixie Howell.
and illustrious ancestry. He has been
Who was it that wanted him
X Hamilton.
successful in business, in law and in
Treasurer, Angus McGillivray.
Can anybody tell:
Admitted to bar 1894.
Probate Judge, J. L. Lobb.
politics. His very career shows that
Formed law firm with Judge
Everybody denies it
Sheriff, Julius Meyer.
he is a man of progressive ideas, and
So his chances are shot to
well
Commissioners, Lorenzo Zamora, B. IS A. A. Freeman.
it is certan, that he will be heard
Hurrah for
Hulen and W. R. Green.
Elected mayor of Socorro
from in Congress; that he will there
X 1897.'
.
Superintendent Schools, Ira
demonstrate that the people of his
Hurrah for Bursum
of
County
blood are as capable, as aggressive
superintendent
Bursum is the man
schools 1900.
Surveyor, Ralph Marble.
and as progressive as the Anglo-SaxoHurrah for Bursum
It is reported that Julius Meyer will
Admitted to practice law in
or any other race. Elfego Baca In
not accept the nomination for sheriff.
Texas in 1902.
By the people he will stand.
a
will give New Mexico
j Congress
The ticket is sure to be snowed under
Appointed district attorney
prestige that will do much to allay
on November 7.
He sure will be governor
X Seventh Judicial District.
the misapprehension that still prevails
No chance for any other
X
Moved to Albuquerque
five
throughout the nation as to the char
No Minority Amendments.
acter of the native born people of the
Ein Zwei Drel talk
years ago.
Bursum wins in a walk
(Editorial in the Albuquerque Morncommonwealth, who as Mr. Baca said
Married to Frances Pohmer
at the Las Vegas convention, are as
ing Journal, April 27, 1911.)
Hurrah for Bursum! he is a real
X in Albuquerque in 1S85. .
H. B. Fergusson. J. D. Hand. A A.
American in their ideals and in their
Republican.
Jones and W. R. McGill. who are in
patrioism as the people of any other
sulting the New Mexico electorate at
A man with a career like that blood.
Wasting Time.
The Democrats are believed to be Washington by assuming to juggle would run
. Are in any state. Only
Testimonial From Judge Freeman.
A. A. Freeman, vice president of the
wasting their time in trying to elect with the constitution, now, it is said 46 years old and yet more honors,
a ticket at the coming elections, the seek only to force a separate vote on more achievements, more work crowd- Cameron Lumber Company, Ltd., of
first to be held in the state. El Paso the changing of the amendment, pro- ed Into those 46 years than fails to Vancouver, B. C, for many years a
vision when the first state officers are the lot of even the
Herald.
average leader
elected.
and statesmen in a life time.
The Morning Journal
will be
Lands and Water,
An Eloquent Orator.
When Haaerman tried to carry all pleased to hear what amendment nrnn.
state
The
convention at Las Vegas
and patriot was stirred
the artesian waters near his apple or ositlon these
profoundly, when Elfego
ic
peanut politicians would like. It Baca arose and
chards out of the country through a
resented the plea
seem
Impertinent on the part of that the
big canal except only what he need may
citizens, of
the
who
ratified
people
the
own
for
use
present whom, he is one, needed any special
ed
his
the other farmers
but
it
does
constitution;
that
appear
over there made an a"'ful fuss. That
consideration. All they should have,
was the Hagerman method of giving it would be only fair for Mr. Fergus-so- he
declared, Is justice. They are
et
to
take us into their conthe little fellow a square" deal. Las fidence al.,
so far as to give us some Idea well able to take care of themselves,
Vegas Optic.
of what they are going to do. We re- they need no guardian, they are not
peat, it may be highly presumptuous mere infants. The opera house was
McDonald and Public Lands.
rent with cheers as he thus declared
for the
There don't seem to be much the voters tomajority of the New Mexico himself a man and that New Mexico
ask
such
a question; but
matter with Bursum so far as his gobone flag, one
purely as a favor it would be a satis- patriotism knows only
bling up the public domain is concern- faction to have these
people, that every loyal citizen is an
put
gentlemen
ed since it has become generally us wise.
American, no matter what the blood
known that the Democratic candidate a natural Meanwhile, there will be that flows through his veins, be it
of
on
the
feeling
gratitude
for governor owns and controls more
part of the electorate that Mr. Per. from German, or French, or Spanish,
of the public domain thatn all the
s
gusson and the other gentlemen who or English, or Irish ancestry.
In the territory with the Luna's nave been
Judge A. A. Freeman.
Spent Boyhood in Kansas.
put in charge of the fate
added. Tucumcari News.
of New Mexico didn't decide to re
Elfego Baca was born in the Gem
Ject the whole constitution.
City, Socorro, on February 27, 1865.
citizen of New Mexico,
This Ticket is a Winner.
So far as can be learned, a cnnsti. When one year old, his parents took Prominent
t
of ,tne &tt Judical
former
iudSe
The Republicans of Bernalillo coun tution which can be amended at
he
did
and
him
to
Topeka, Kansas,
will
to
has
of
tbe
written
trict
territory,
ty yesterday nominated the following by the minority in the pursuit of its
until
Mexico
he
return to New
con
ticket which means a Republican ma- - ward politics is what Mr.
was fourteen years old. When only ElfcS tBaca- of Albuquerque,
Fergusson
him upon his nomination
juhij ui a muusana upwara on eiec- and bis friends want. The
eighteen years old, he was appointed sratulating
tlon day and the end of the Gillen constitution, as the Mornins Journal deputy sheriff in Socorro county, and n tne Republican ticket for member
Journal regime:
has shown a hundred times, can be a year later, deputy sheriff In Ber- - f congress. Mr. Freeman givPS four
rt Mr.
"
L.
Jose
Perea
and
Senate,
George amended two years after the consti- nalillo county, early displaying those
That h is bneS'
A. Kaseman.
tution goes Into effect, by a MAJORI- qualities of fearlessness which made Baca
House) John W Wilson, Francisco TY VOTE of the people. The latter him a terror to evildoers.
For five capable, a Republican and a friend,
his
dge Freeman s letter stat.ng
Lucero y Montoya. Antonio Garcia.
in
aerved
that
he
capacity,
needs
be
40
majority
only
per cent oi years
his support if he
Sheriff, Thomas McMillin.
when he was appointed deputy U. S. reasonf fr7 offering
the entire vote cast at the election
re
New Mexlc
reproduced
Treasurer Louis C. Bennltt.
This same thine can he Anno oihi marshal by Marshal Trinidad Alarid
herewith:
Assessor, Jacobo Yrissari.
years thereafter; and the first amend- and in those days, the U. S. marshal- 1263 Richardson St.
Probate Judge, Thomas R. Duran. ents, which may be three In number ship was not quite as peaceful a job
Victoria, B. C.
County Clerk, T. K. D. Maddison.
MUST STAND FOR EIGHT YEARS as it is today.
October 12, 1911.
Surveyor, James D. Ogle.
before another bare majority c
A Vote Getter.
County Commissioners. R. C Pol change them. Meanwhile
s
In 1893 he was appointed probate My Dear Elfego:
I have just learned from the Chief-tha- t
lock, Abel Sanchez, David M. Perea.
of any legislature may call an elec clerk of Socorro county and to show
tion on amendments to the constltu
he was a vote getter, he ran for tain that you have been nominated
The Democratic primaries in Eddy tion.
the same office the next year and re- - for congress. I congratulate you. I
county last Saturday were far from
The word "He"
ceived 882 majority, or more than hla need not tell you that if I were home
a love feast. The campaign the last ed in this connection; the
In in New Mexico I would give you my
opponent received altogether.
Morning
few days grew very bitter and per- - Journal, In
support, and that for four reas-iregard to those who say 1897 he was elected mayor of Socorro, warm
sonal. The voters turned out well the constitution is difficult or impos- 1900 he was elected superintendent ons: 1st, you are honest; 2nd, you
and the laggards were brought in, of- - slble to amend, can only point
of county schools, on May 16, 1905, he are capable; 3rd, you are a Republi-waare my friend,
ten for many miles. It was a great to the facts and allow the publicagain
to
appointed district attorney for can. and 4th, you
day for the garages, as everything draw its own conclusions as to the the counties of Socorro and Sierra. Please remember me very kindly to
that could run, was pressed into serv- - scruples, the fair play, the honesty, comprising the seventh judicial dis- - Mrs. Baca and the family,
ive. The voters were
Very truly your friend,
the patriotism, the political decency trict. On August 29, 1906, he moved
A. A. FREEMAN,
and when the polls closed it was not the regard for the truth on the
ot to Albnquerque, where he was no
part
Judge Freeman and Mr. Baca were
possible to form any estimate. Returns the men who are telling the country stranger and where on August 13,
are slow In coming in, and it Is not and congress that the constitution Is 1885 he led to the altar, Miss Fran- - law partners for three years.
yet definitely settled what the county not amendable.
ticket will be. It looks now that it The democracy, it has been alleged,
time in buying a ticket hack to her
will take the official count to settle was about to entirely
repudiate the LAMY GIRL FINDS
home. Sherman Is charged with tbe
who la who, for some offices. The action of Messrs.
IN
MIL.
FIANCE
Fergusson, Jones
thert or fit rrom the Harvey nouse
following seem to be the nominees:
Hand and McGill. The democracy
at Harvey at Lamy, where both he and the girl
Senator, F. F. Doepp; representa- - has not done so. The Mornjng Jour- - Both Were Employe
were employed. He is being held here
tlves, Hugh M. Gage and Florence nal warns the leaders of the party
House and Wedding Waa to
Love; sheriff, M. C. Stewart; treas- - they will never escape the obloquy
awaiting the arival of officers from
Have Been at Trinidad.
New Mexico. Rocky Mountain News.
urer, W. H. Merchant; assessor, J. and the opprobium and the shame of
W. Price; probate Judge, J. W. Arm-- a deliberate attempt to
20.
Oct.
Arriving
Are you a Seller? An. advertlse-delay state
Trinidad, Colo.,
strong; school superintendent, A. E. hood for the sake of a political trick. here yesterday from Lamy, Santa Fe ment jn tne classified columns of the
Bailey ; surveyor, B. A. Nymeyer; This Constitution was threshed out, county, N. M., Miss Josephine Wheel- - New Mexican will put your real estate
county commissioners,
first district article after article, by the people of er found Ned Sherman, the man whom on ne market effectively. It will put
W. H. Wood well; second district, Whit
she was to have met and married, in the facts of your property before th'
Wright; third district, L. O. Ryan.
the city jail. Miss Wheeler lost no eyeg ot aU possible buyers.
(Continued on Page Six.)
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REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEQRAPH
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BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bouno train and arrives at
Taea at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
naeks and good
way. Good cover
teams. Fare 95.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wire Embude
Station.

Lud-wick-

Jt Jt

j

I

The following are the time tablet
of the local railroads:
"A. T. A 6. F. Ry."

a

CANDIDATES ON REPUBLICAN

j

1

LOCAL TRAINS

, --

MGE THREE
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2
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N. M.

October 10, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Jose
L. Martinez, of Pecos, N: M., who on
Oct. 11, 1906, made Homestead 07866,
W
SW
No. 10100, for SE
PE
and Lots 3 and 4, Section 14,
Township 15 N., Range 11 E., N. M.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before the Register or Receiver of the U. S. Land Office at
Santa Fe, N. M., on the 18th day of
Nov. 1911.

1

iirmnn nm innn llin nni ITinillinl
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
(Pecos Forest.)

SANTA FE NEW MEXiCAN, SAN XA FE, N. M.

J.

D. BARNES,

Agent.

New Mexico Military

Institute

n

high-minde- d

Spanish-America-

n

n

O

;

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"The West Point ot the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department aa "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by War
Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructor!,
al graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
la all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pree.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M.' ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and illustrated

address:

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

f

Bur-sum-

Superintendent

Boys! Here's the Shoe that

Captured the Country!

dls-no-

-

water-Mornin- g

-

I

two-third-

s

k

Here's the shoe you have been reading so much about
the magazines the "Boy Scout" ti;e shoe that has
taken the country by storm. Never has a shoe created
so much excitement never has a shoo created such a
Sudden tremendous demand as the great "Boy Scout"
Shoe now in town and ready for your inspection.
In

Wonders for Lively Boys

"Boy Scouts" are the "classiest" sboes ever
made for rough and tumble wear. Tbey outwear
two or tftree pairs ot ordinary shoes. Just tae
ticket tor baseball, running, jumping or
any outdoor sport, jivery boy who txus
Seen tbem is crazy for a pair.
10 (
SO $9 Uttla IW-S- iie
Eon'-S- iie
1 1.
" in al BifBw'udM'-S-ttelO-S3.- 00

- at-- m i

.00

.SO

j zm
Colors-Oli- ve,

Tan
and Black

The "BOY SCOUT' Shoe
The soles are made from Elk Sole
Leather tbe toughest and best sole
leather there is. Our secret process
oi tannage makes them wear from two
tothree times as tongas common soles.
And they're the best shoe you could
get for your feet, too. They're made
especially for growing feet and feel
fine the minute you put them on. The
uppers are made from Elk Skin Leather
ana are as soft as gloves.
There
are no linings to rip apart, tear

your stockings and hurt yonr feet.
"Boy Scouts" are the coolest and
most healthful shoes you eould buy.
Tbe soles are put on so good you
can't pull tbem loose no matter how
rough you are.
Just tell your folks about them, bovs.
They'll want you to have a pa'ir.
Maybe your pa will want a pair. too.
uim 10 oring yon in and iook at
ask
them himself, He'll be just as de- lighted as you are.

Good Luck Charm FREE

nLSaS

wnn everv pairor-uoScout" Shoes yon buy. And it's a dandy. Looks
like the picture in the corner of this ad, only itsomething
is bright
and shiny, like a gold piece and it stays bright, too. Makes
fine prize for winners of ball games, races, etc.
"Boy Scouts" are selling fast. Better call right away; If
you don't you'U have to wait until we can send for more.
v

.

THE
JOHN PFLUEGER, SHOEMAN

'

-

(19)

just received a large shipment made for
Fall and Winter wear with extra heavy double soles
BUTTON OR LACE.
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Vice President.
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Entered as Second Class Matt er at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION,
Daily, pei week, by carrier
25
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.66
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Oaiiy, per year, by mail
7.00

Daily, six months, by mall
Weekly, six months
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OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

The New Mexican is the oldest new apaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to
every postotfice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
amonfc the intelligent and progreuslve people of the Southwest.
'.

THE TICKET.
GOVERNOR HOLM O. BURSUM, OF SOCORRO COUNTY.
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR MALAQUIAS MARTINEZ, TAOS COUNTY.
SECRETARY OF STATE SECUNDINO ROMERO, SAN MIGUEL CO.
J
AUDITOR W. G. SARGENT, RIO ARRIBA COUNTY.
SYLVESTRE MIRABAL, VALENCIA COUNTY.
TREASURER
ATTORNEY GENERAL FRANK W. CLANCY, BERNALILLO COUNTY.
OF
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
SUPERINTENDENT
ANDREW B.
STROUP, BERNALILLO COUNTY.
COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC LANDS ROBERT P. ERVIEN, UNION
COUNTY.
SUPREME COURT JUDGES FRA NK W. PARKER, DONA ANA COUNTY; C. J. ROBERTS, COLFAX COUN TY; EDWARD R. WRIGHT, OTERO
COUNTY.
CORPORATION COMMISSIONERS GEORGE W. ARMIJO, SANTA FE
COUNTY; HUGH H. WILLIAMS, LUNA COUNTY; M. S. GROVES, EDDY
COUNTY.
CONGRESS GEORGE CURRY, LINCOLN COUNTY; ELFEGO BACA,
BERNALILLO COUNTY.
JUDGE OF FIRST DISTRICT E DWARD C, ABBOTT, SANTA
FE
COUNTY.
DISTRICT ATTORNEY FIRST Dl STRICT ALEXANDER READ,
RIO
ARRIBA COUNTY.

carefully considered the constitution
of New Mexico, know that it is neither
too difficult nor too easy of amendment.

It is true that Judge McGill stated
before the committee on territories in
the House that every clause in the
constitution of New Mexico had a joker in it, but can he come before the
electorate of New Mexico supported
as
only by such a
such a statement could muster and
override the 8,000 majority vote that
was cast for the constitution?
A majority of the constitutional convention consisted of Republicans, but
they in turn gave fair treatment to
the minority and the constitution that
was drafted in that convention contains also some of the best and wisest
provisions for the protection of the
majority anu minority alike.
In general effect the constitution of
New Mexico is modelled upon the constitution of these United States, a
constitution under which this great
nation has risen to be a world power.
Will the Democratic party for once
in its life face a real issue and answer the question? Will it state what
there Is in that constitution that is in
need of amendment to make it so imperative that an easier method of
amendment should be found at the
radical-followin-

first state election?
Will Mr. Fergusson, who said after
the constitution had been adopted that
"he bowed to the will of the majority"
and then went to Washington to urge
the Flood amendment, state where, in
his opinion, the constitution is so
gravely defective?
Will Mr. McGill trot out for the
of the voters, the hundreds
of "jokers' that he said in Washington, the constitution contained?
Will Mr. Jones tell wherein the constitution is bo injurious that It must
be made easy tcr amend without delay?
Will the Democratic Journal at Albuquerque point out, In view of Us
'
past statements, where it now stands
ob this question and why?
,
Will Mr. lood explain the necessi-- j
ty for at once amending the constitu- tlon, In view of the fact that Virginia
,

,

Think About It!

with an iron clad constitution,
has
sent him to congress?
The electorate of New Mexico, esthat has
pecially that citizenship,
built New Mexico from a wilderness
and a savage land, is entitled to know
of the Democratic party, what is there
wrong with this constitution that it
must be amended?

--
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IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

GENERAL

AGENTS.

BANK

NATIONAL
OF SANTA FE

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

Then Act!

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and. foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private." Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.

SANTA FE, N. M.

money-transmitti-

Santa Fe Planing Mill
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

Window Frames,
Door Frames,
Dry Run Flooring

Mouldings,
Casings, Base,

Sash, Doors,

Wainscotting,
Ceiling
Custom Work,

R.

J.

4

guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
W2 solicit a liberal

Plans,
Specifications, Etc.

share of your patronage.

PALEN,

President.

L. A. HUGHES,

Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures ; also General Cabinet
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work
Estimates cheerfully furnished.

P. M. HESCH, Jr. & SON
Phone Black
33166.

"

J.

B. READ,

ELK'S THEATRE, TUESDAY,
October 24th

4

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

-

THE PALACE
THE MONTEZUMA
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Now

:

HOTELS

Under the Same Management.

THOS. DORAN, Proprietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

PRESENTS

Leon

dla Sto

Cashier.
Assistant Cashier.

only QOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico, f Rooms
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.

FAREWELL TOUR

FREDERIC THOMPSON

ng

F. AlcKANE,

AND

part:

"The committee on resolutions was
making its report when it was noted
that the convention had forgotten to
This matter
organize permanently.
was taken up and the temporary organization made permanent.
"Before proceeding with the nominations, a motion prevailed that a
committee of seven be named to confer with a like committee named by
the Progressive Republicans in regard to a fusion ticket. The committee was appointed and took up the
work. The Progressives asked that
they be allowed to name five places on
the ticket leaving seven places for the
Democrats.
The committee reported
back to the convention, and the proposition was not accepted.
The committee was sent back and made a
counter proposition.
The matter of
the naming of the candidate for the
legislature appeared to be the bone
of contention by a few of the Democrats whose chief stock In trade seem-- '
ed to be calling names. The Progressives agreed to relinquish this office.
provided they be given the other four
and be assured that a strong candidate be named for the legislature.
The Democrats turned this proposal
aown, winking probably
that after
having gained one point they might
as well take the whole thing. The
HAGGLING and
kept up
upstairs in the court house till five
o'clock, the Progressives waiting below, for an answer.
"The
Democrats realize that they cannot win against the
standpat ticket without the assistance
of the Progressives."

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1911.

How Abo.ut That Fire Insurance?

-

..

LET US HAVE STABLE GOVERNMENT.
This paper would like io ask the
Democratic party a question and it
would like in reply, a direct, straightforward and honest answer.
WHAT IS WRONG WITH THE
CONSTITUTION OF NEW MEXICO
SHOULD IT BE
AND WHEREIN
' '
AMENDED?
We have heard a great howl from
Jones, from Hand, from McGill, from
Fergusson, from Burkhart and some
more of them, but we have never
heard them say in plain language
what there is to amend in the constitution of New Mexico that calls so
imperatively for an easier method of
amendment.
It has been shown in the press of
both parties, including the official Democratic organ, that the constitution of
New Mexico is easier of amendment
than the constitutions of a majority
of the other states in the union, easier than the greatest constitution of
them ell the constitution of these
United States and by far easier than
the constitution of the state of Virginia from whence comes that imperial statesman the Hon. Henry D. Flood
who has so unceremoniously
injected himself into New Mexico politics.
It is a fact that the thinking men
in this new state who have read and

HIDEOUS HAGGLING.
Since the Democratic state convention set the pace with its midnight
haggle over two offiges, one supreme
courtship and one corporation
at Santa Fe, the Democratic county conventions have followed the example with stultifying
haste. Historians agree that Rome
reached its greatest depravity when
it offered its offices to the highest
bidder, but even Rome in its decline
was at least consistent, while
the
haggle between Democrats and Progressive Republicans is barter, pure
and simple, of a few offices for great
principles.
One need but look at the tariff
planks of the Democrats and Progressives to "see how irreconcilable
the differences between, the two bodies are, and yet, the Progressives agree
to work' for Free Trade Congressmen
and Free Trade Senators, in order,
that they might get a look" in at the
offices, which the Republican party denied them because the party knew
that the men it spurned were readj
and willing to sell their soul for a
mess of pottage. No true Republican
ever expects better and cleaner government from the Democratic party
than he does from his own party.
History and precedent are altogether
against such a suptcsition and such
a hope.
With what disgust, even the Democratic press views this hideous haggling, is apparent from yesterday's
Democratic
Estancia Daily News,
which tells how Chief Haggler George
H. Van Stone, candidate on the hybrid
state ticket for coporation
commis-- !
sioner, with a few followers attempted
to hold up the Democratic county convention for five offices, how he traded
off Editor P. A. Speckman and dump
ed him when he found he could not
get five. There was an all night recess during at which a similar barter
as that at the state convention, was
finally made, George first retreating
from a demand of five, then of four,
and finally landing three after a disgraceful haggle.
Says the News in

M.

Coronado Restaurant

In the Greatest Dramatic Success

Pollv

OF
THE

Short Orders run Day

Circus

Furnished rooms in connection.
222 San Francisco Street

And a Notable Company of Players
St. Leon

Regular Meals

Hot & Cold Baths.

::

::

25c

Electric Lights

G. LUPE

HERRERA,

Prop

Family of Bare Back Riders' and Gymnasts
A REAL CIRCUS ON THE STAGE

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
Successor to

Prices, $1.00, $1.50 and $2.00
Seat Sale Opens Saturday, October

FIELD

IN

$50,000,000

& Night.

21,

B. P. Williams

have purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
CLASS LfVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or
night
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want I will endeavor
te give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
I

at The Fischer Drug Store.

CROPS.

?!

i

Relieves CATARRH of
Louisiana raised $50,000,000 worth
of field crops' in the census year acthe
AT $10 SAN FRANCISCO STj
BLADDER
cording to a (bulletin issued today by
Phone 139 Red
Santa Fe, N. At
the government. This does not include
and all
i
does
IS THIS MCDONALD'S IDEA OF
Discharcss in
sugar cane, or rice or fruit but
THRIFT?
give an idea of the great wealth that
I24HOURS
Each tepsnle bir the
is derived from the soil in the South- vv.
lucuonaia, jjemocratlc can
name
era states. There is no reason why
didate for governor, bewails the fact
Beware of (MlDYl
New Mexico should not show equally
counterfeits.
that the average citizen spends too
Sold
as gratifying- results in the next five
l; llllfenigriiM.
much for luxuries. He believes you
or ten years, especially if Republican
should live on 75 cents or $1 a day
success at me polls on November 7,
at the very outside.
because of self interest.
assures a stable, firm, progressive intervening Leaders Must Die;
The London Chronicle, one of the
Ring
One-halof the above
government.
unleading
It adds: "The
newspapers, in the land
crop total in Louisiana, must be cred- doubtedly must die, but Yuan Sht Kai
where McDonald's foreign cattle barited to cereals and more than $17,000,-00ons run things with a high hand, own
arriving with well filled money bags
to cotton. Hay and forage were and imperial
all the land and make "tenants" out
pardons ready foil signa
worth $2,500,000, potatoes a million tures is offering mercy to those who
of the "countryfolk" as
A REGRET.
they term
them, tells some of the facts as to
Writes a true, honest Democratic dollars, sweet' potatoes almost as much have been coerced into participation
what the workingraen over there get soul, who loves New Mexico and its as hay and forage while peanuts ran in the revolt.
in return for their labor.
Starvation Causes Revolt.,
people and their traditions, with all up to almost half a million dollars
in value.
"The events of the past weektmiist
the
of
a
fervor
zealot:
"The English workingmen,"
sadly
lead to a genuine redress of 'griev- comments the Chronicle, "are hover"Say, 'brother, isn't it possible to
The most dramatic tale ever sent . ances.
China should remember the
run
New
Mexico's
camstate
first
ing so close to the borderland
of
'
starvation that a slight "rise in the paign without personalities? There is on the Associated Press wires was starving multitudes beggared by the
DeiYange Tse Kiang floods. Those 'with
price of foodstuffs
would produce SUCH a lot, in both parties, that tnat descriptive or tne unmese re
needs to be, FORGOT. But the Dem- lion and massacres yesterday. It fill whom the rebels had been able to
that awful result."
With good ed two columns and was a literary plead fought and died."
The Chronicle cites the following: ocratic ticket is pitiful.
Rebels Are Winning.
men to choose from, why, oh why gem that was worth reading, both for
"Here is a London ' worklngman's didn't it?".
the striking news that it conveyed
Hankow, Oct.
courier to
budget, supplied by Mr. Percy Allen,
The New Mexican, too, had hoped and for the manner in which it was nearest open wire, Thursday, Oct. 19.)
who has known the man for 14 years that
The rebels are winning the fight
the first state campaign could be told. It was a story complete in its
as a teetotaler, a friendly society man
conducted without personalities. This detail and yet, with not a word too with the imperials.
and a trades-upioniOne-thi(member of a has been made impractical by the much, and gave a more graphic idea
of a person's lifeis spent in bed, and that third
Bloody Battle.
union.)
Hankow, Oct. 19. (Delayed in trans
Democratic
but the New of the state of feeling in China than
should
be
well
spent. A good bed will make your sleep comfortable
"His average earnings are 18 shill- Mexion has
retrained could a lengthy essay by some learned missln.) A bloody battle between
studiously
a
me
week
and
out of that he pays from attacking the private life of any writer in a literary magaine.
ings
government rorces irom tne north and easy. We have many styles, priced from $3.00 to $45.00.
rent 4 shillings 3 pence; bread' 2; candidate for any office, and has been
and the revolutionists ended in a vicfor the rebels who forced the
shillings, 6 pence; meat 1 shilling 6 censured for that by some of its own REBELS
CASH OR EASY PAYMENTS.
WIN GREAT VICTORY. tory
pence. Every farthing is of import- friends.
It. has had to refer to the
imperial troops to retreat to a point
ance to this man and to hundreds of professional unfitness of some of the
ten
miles
of
The
HankowM
loynprth
Continued from Page One. '
alist gunboats dropped several miles
thousands of laborers in London candidates and the obliquity of their
whose earnings are not more than 18 acts and pretensions in relation to
down the coast.
which all the Chinese warships re
shillings a week on an average. The the public, but even there, has not treated with the
Imperial Fleet Badly Crippled.
one
of
exception
San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 20.
dock laborers average only 12 shill- gone to the lengths with which the
to
rebels.
which
cruiser
the
seceded
of Democratic press from the first asings a week. Even the, addition
dispatches received from China
Martial Law Enforced.
ONE PENNY a fiay; to 'the food saulted the head of the Republican
today
by the local Chinese papers conThe retreat of the imperialists at firm the
bill would put a strain on these work- ticket. The New Mexican has been
news of a victory of the rebel
Hankow is confirmed in other dis forces
men."
at Hankow. The Chinese Free
offered affidavits and transcripts from
from Kiu Kang which states Press is
patches
informed by messages from
These are a concrete sample of public records at Washington, at San- that
the Chinese gunboats are retreatconditions in the land where the ta Fe and elsewhere,
that the damaged river
exposing the ing to Kiu Kang. The conduct of the Shanghai
fleet under the command of Admiral
cattle barons who employ Mr. Mc- private life and public misdemeanors rebels
at Hankow is reported to be Sa'h Chen
Donald hold the reins of government of some of the candidates on the
was so badly crippled
Martial law is being en that it hadTeng
if their leading daily newspaper may Fusion state ticket, but has and will exemplary.
to withdraw from the
forced.
scene of action. One of the imperial
be taken as authority.
refuse to publish them. It counts this
Today's advices of rebel successes
surrendered to the enemy.
Cheap lands contribute to their neither virtue nor vice on its part. It at Hankow
caused great .jubilation gunboats
The revolutionists now report thej
finances in New Mexico and when is merely adherance to its own sense
among the Chinese there.
also have captured Wong Chow and
lands can no longer be had in New of decency and propriety.
Business at Standstill.
Chow in the province of Hu Poa
Mexico, their interest in New Mexico
King
The rmi on the banks here has stop- near
will cease unless of course, they can
Hankow.
THE BLUE BALLOT.
1ml the native banks are unable
ped,
control the government here, as they
Governor Commits Suicide.
County clerks must not forget that to pay their
checks and
The Chung Sai Yat Po has news
control it over there.
the ballot boxes must be larer than business is v,toutstanding
a "tandstill.
The English workman, the London in former years; that e,';ch election
from Shanghai that the imperial troops
The venerable North China Dai';'
Chronicle speaks about who fears precinct must be provided with the
stationed in the provinces of Che
ultimate
News,
imperial
anticipating
an advance of even one penny a day official blue oallots and that a record
Ho Nan and Nganhui threatin an editorial today, recall- kiang,
victory,
in the cost of his food is a victim of should be
of
the number ing the awful fate which traditionally en to revolt in aid of the republic.
kept
free trade.
election
the awnits rebels in China with the The military governor; of King Chow
given
officers, for
The; English workman knows what law requires that
suicide
the blue bal- slaughter of innocent kinsfolk with is said to have committed
free trade means he is working on lot handed
each voter must be the object of blotting out tainted when the rebels took possession.
that basis.
returned whether he marks it or names, says taht the powers are not
The Democratic party, Mr. McDon- not, and therefore, an
TO AND PROM ROSWELL
accounting
ald and the foreign cattle barons may
be ' asked
Connections mad with Automobile
for. . Provision
favor free trade in this country.
- CAUSES
should also be made at each polling
line at Vaughn for Rosrell, dally
Do you agree with Mr. McDonald
for a hard, smooth surface or.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros
place
STANDARD-COLONIAL-I- DAL
that tfie average American is a spend- which the voter
well at 8:30 a. so. and arrives at Ros
may lay his ballot to
Use for Result
tnntt?
mark it, and if possible, there should
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leavsi
Three different and distinct types of QhUtytrvteU "ElasFOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
be provided sufficient lead pencils so
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
The
The Albuquerque Journal Is getting that no voter need return the ballot
Book-Cas- es
They work directly On the KIDNEYS, fare between Santa F - and Torrance
tic"
made i
polish finish quartered
peevish. No wonder. To have quot- unmarked. This is cumbersome and BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES, is $5.80 and between Torrance and
C
real
oak
ed against itself its own utterances, ut- annoying, but no one is to blame but and their beneficial effect is felt from the Roswell
or
mahogany.
,ect a pattern adapted to
Reserve seats on auto
$10.
tered in such profusion and with such A. A. Jones and his Democratic crew start For BACKACHE, KIDNEY and mobile
character of room youtSfcijsen for a library. We earthe
by wire. J. W S'ockard.
spirit less than six months ago, is dis- including Henry Delaware Flood. The BLADDER TROUBLE, RHEUMATISM
"The Republican press blue ballot has not made much of a CONGESTION of the KIDNEYS, INconcerting.
ly the goods in stock, with plain, leaded or plate glass doors.
Are You a Seller? An advertiseof New Mexico is corrupt," it shrieks. hit with the voters.
columns
in
ment
of
the
the
classified
BLADDER
and
FLAMMATION of the
and thus sings the swan song of the
New Mexican Printing Company, sole "agents. Santa Fe, N. M.
New Mexican will put your real estate
annoyingURINARYIRREGULARITIES
Progressives who owe their birth and
Common sense will prevail over
on the market effectively. It will put
r
benefit.
exercise
a
they
permanent
being and trouble and political death prejudice on November 7 Jn New
TON 10 IN ACTION
QUICK in RESULTS the facts ot your property before th
to the Albuiuierque Morninjr Journal.
For sale bj all drvgglsts.
eyes of all possible buyert. '
j

j
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UNITED STATES BANK

mail

TRUST CO.

&
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CAPITAL $50,00000

FRESH
Dally.

FOR FINE

HEADQUARTERS

BREAD

AND CAKE

6 Loaves Fine Bread, 25c

a paper salesman
Fruifs and Groceries
Confectionery.
of St. Jouis, is at the Palace.
FreshCreamPuffs Wednesday 4 Saturday
B. Kehrman, a hat sales, Charles
Phone, 152 Red.
man of St. Louis, is at the Palace
ALSO HANDLES
j
AMAD0 GUTIERREZ, PROP.
General Charles F. Easley returned
last evening from a visit to Estancia. Wash Embroidery, Silk D. M. C. Em
Mrs. J. F. Curns of Wagon Mound,
broidery Cotton, and for Crotchet
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Iiard-shaPhone 49 Main
Phone 49 Main
Stamped Linen Doyles, Cushion!
State Chairman Venceslao Jaramil-lTops and Center Pieces.
has returned from El Rito, Rio ArVW. C. Strickland,

Business ,

Does a General Banking

PLAZA BAKERY

MDmSTiiMISS A. MUGLER

Your Patronage Solicited

MILLINERY

r.

o

H. F. STEPHENS, Ctahler,
Asst. Cashier

1. B. LAUGHLIN, President
W. E. GRIFFIN.

riba county.
Mr. and Mrs. J. MaefTWde of Springfield, 111., are sightseers at the Montezuma 'hotel.
R.
business man of
is at the Palace, He is accompanied by Mrs. Cook.
Dave Leyis. and several ,m"mbcrs
of his company were registered- at
the Montezuma last'night.
James Van - Arsdell, the veteran
hack driver, has been taken to St. Vin- cent's hospital. He is critically ill.
W. D. Shea of the Denver and Rio
Grande railroad, has returned from a
business trip to Las Vegas and Raton.
W. H. Merchant and B. Wells Ben.
son, prominent residents of Carlsbad,
Eddy county, are guests at the Mon
tezuma.
George H. Van Stone, Democratic
candidate for corporation commissioner, came up from Estancia last
evening.
H. S. DuVal, a civil engineer who
has been in the east an dsouth for
several months, has returned to his
home here.
Frank Bond, the Espanola merchant
accompanied by Leandro Martinez of
.
Espanola, arrived in the city yester-not. aittn ,
iliv'
....B I"-un.., nnmlnff
M, rtn frs J M Wisner of New
Orleans, are sightseers in Santa Fe,
stopping at the Palace. Mr. Wisner
is a wealthy cotton broker.
Judge W. R. McGill, Democratic can.
didate for attorney general, is here
ntv He
fmn,i..i,nH.
is at the Montezuma hotel.
National Committeeman S olomon
Luna of Los Lunas, who has complete
ly recovered from his recent Illness,
arrived in Sant Fe this noon.
Postmaster E. C. Burke will leave
tomorrow for New York to be gone
ten days, attending the convention of

Ros-wel- l,

Established

190.

Incorporated

1856.
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SWEATERS

in all colors, for Men,, Women and Children
Don't fail to see them.
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CORN-FE-
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attire.

Home-Mad-

a

'

secretaryship with a big insurance Blue Point Ovsters
Fish
company and may accept.
POULTRY
and
Douglass Harroun, who with his
family has been visiting his parents, nr..
1
VEGETABLES
Dr. and Mrs. W. S. Harroon, has j ""KLiI .3
.
.
, .' ,
ue
sum: ,lu ivcw .
T"ie
Forbes' Quality
win sei sail lur riunu.inis iq reporri
and Steel-C- ut
on gold property for a syndicate head- ed by John Hays Hammond in whose
30c LB.
Fresh-Dresse-

i
,

X' J
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J

offer than money back if
not satisfactory when you

deal

;

Our shelves are filled with

CUSTOMER.

selected for
and
quality.
style

MERCMANDSE,
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flllftTF VAll'F Tnat further establish the prestige
11 u
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of tnis store as a
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1

price-make-

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.
THE MASTER TAILORS.

at the Parlor Market.

NOTHING BETTER.

LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
214 Don Gasper Avenue.

SHARP ADVANCE
ON WALL

better guarantee to

No

iirs. uougiass iiarroun ana
daughter have gone to Socorro until
Mr. Harroun's return from Honduras,
which may be in two months or may
be a year.

PERMANENT

COFFEE,

s;

,

Prices Range From 25c Up

d

Gas-Roast- ed

"" ""

we have ever shown in
SILKS, LACES AND EMBROIDERIES,
The daintiest creations ever devised
for dress accessories in fas-

the casual patron

Sausage,

e

LINE

STYLISH TIES AND BOWS

We aim to make

Lamb

S3,u00-a-yea-

COMPLETE

MOST

cinating array.

Veal and

j

THE

Price

Pork,
Mutton,

STREET.
j

BARGAIN!

A.

D

Beef,

WM. D. ARRIGHI

In Our Immense New Windows

PROPRIETOR.

You can see how we are prepared to furnish your home,
FROM SITTING ROOM TO KITCHEN.

The New State

1

of

Quality
and

j

i

CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.

Phone 36

Our line embodies the most
minute style touches which are
essential to absolute correctness

Service

CIT!

KANSAS

Tone of Speculation Visibly Improved:
on Stock Market and the Close
PILES
j
Was Strong,
Your druggist will refund money if
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
or
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding
New York, Oct. 20. Trading in the)
Protracting Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c metal stocks dominated the movement!
of the stock market during the morn-- '
Steel
ing. Transactions in United
again reached heavy proportions andi
the copper stocks, after remaining'
for months,!
comparatively inactive
A PRIVATE BOARDING HOUSE
once more took a prominent position.
FYfPTlsiuo Colli n tr
ilonraucafl
Avenue the market in the early trading was!
242 LOWer
. ,
largely due to
...
following yes- our terday's abrupt"realizing
nome wooKing
we dbkc
the
own oreau, pies, cukcs. eic. i ne steel shares were subjected to pres-- l
best meal in Santa Fe, regardless sure from the bears,
of price, at 35 CENTS. Weekly or. The tone o speculation visibly im-- !
there j
monthly rates Upon application, .proved in the second hour and move-;
a smart advance. The
;"'as
TP UIK MJINUAY UliWtK
;.
ment had its inception in the copper;
"
QtfSH;Pro'': i rH0lie,led (4 group, spread to V.in S. Steel, and ultl--'
... V
the active rail
mately gathered

I

For the fashionably attired woman we show
many beautiful articles of Neckwear now so
greatly sought by good dressers.

.

plt

vMnm
uumi mi

OS

ULLlUll inn

riba county.
j
Judge W. R. McGI!! of La Lande,
Democratic
candidate for ; attorney
general, left Santa Fe this afternoon
for Cerrillos and Madrid to mane
campaign speeches.
Solomon
National Committeeman
Luna arrived today from Albuquerque,
and seems in the best of health. Mr.
Luna went to Republican
headquarters upon reaching the city.
Territorial Secretary "Xathan Jaffa1
left Albuquerque yesterday for Lasj
Vegas from where ha will return to;
the Duke City to bring home to San-- '
ta Fe his family next Tuesday.
Peter a. M. Liena j, deputy Insur-- !
ance commissioner, has gone to El
Paso for the state hood celebration.
r
He has been offered a

-

Just Received

Parlor Market
and Grocery

postmasters from all over the country.
Colonel Venceslao Jaramillo, chair- man of the state central committee, is
back in the city after a few days so- journ in his home in El Rito, Rio Ar- -

"Tie Beauty"

Palace

Call and see the beautiful Circassian Walnut
Parlor and Dining Room Sits, which are the admiration of ail Santa Fe.

THE TIME TO BUY

HOT WATER

BOTTLES

just received
alargelinedirect from factory,

Is now. We have

thereby insuring fresh goods.

We have just received some attractive Japanese Screens and
immense variety of Carpets. Hand painted Dishes, salad
sets, which rival anything of the kind in the Southwest, are) also worth looking at.

THE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE AND

rise.-althou-

A
iiiuuci
in 111
Mil L brick residence, well
pi(III

r

I

vi

y

six-ruu-

11

ni

located, with barn, chicken house,

'

'WC.

I

$1,000 Cash Will Handle Proposition.

Pricce, 2,700.

UNDERTAKING

roads.

Ladies' Misses', Children's Suits, Cloaks,

-

Amalgamated Copper, Utah Copper,:
and Tennessee Copper, sold 1 to 1
'above yesterday's closing and Ameri:
can Smelting half, after it had rallied
ifrom 641-- to 66. U. S. Steel wasj
bought in enormous amounts andi
'showed more activity in the rise to!
60
than in the previous decline
to 591-4- .
One blank of 7,500 shares
changed hands at the top figure and

Capes and Skirts

j

2

h: s. kaune

O. C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE

AND

REAL

2

ESTATE.

Where Prices are
;
LOWEST

119 San Francisco St.

Phone, Red 189.

(

a

CO

Beautiful

Hand-Paint-

China

ed

The Very Latest Popular Designs, Covering Any Arti
cle That You Might Be Interested In
THERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN CUT
and we can show you. Our stock is complete in all details

"

H. e: YONTZ,

THE

V AUG HAN RANCH
(Old Sparks Ranch )

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
1

1

Best of Beds
Cold Pure Spring Water
No Invalids
$15 a Week
Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost. Willow and Bear Creeks
Best of Food

-

Telegraph .Glorieta

-

Write Pecos

Floor, Hay and Grain,

Funeral Directors

Pine Apple Juice
Pal-

De---

-,

-

JUST A FEW OF THOSE

Elberta Peaches
Welch's Grape Juice

PICTURE FRAMING

i

close was strong.

as 5
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You

DRY GOODS

CO.

SXXXXXXXXXSXXX

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

I

JO Red.

H. S. KAUNE

8

GO.

Carriage & Automobile

X

each

of

his three daughters.

One of the best and most complete modern residences in the city. Location

PAINTING

SIGN PAINTING
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
j

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE

Theano owns one of these three
very stones, which was given her by
her mother. She wears it in one of;

Price very reasonable.

unsurpassed.

If

you are looking for a HOME, this is well worth
investigation.

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty
Phone Black

&

Insurance Agency.

Phone Black

No. 52

No. 229

Residence

xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

LADIES' 0NE.PIECE

MFKK" the HIGHEST

YOUR IDEALS REALIZED

J. P. Steed

DEGREE

AT

& Son

CARPENTERS
AND CABINET MAKERS.

own creations, an anklet wrought FURNITURE
MADE TO ORDER
in precious metal, and of the Indian
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE.
effect. It makes a brilliant picture
as the dainty ankle spins in the
All Work Guaranteed.
Phone, Red 115
ness of her dance.

on

your

305 San Francisco Street.

C5

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

Listen ! Why Not Get th Benefit of All the Light?
THE
are using it. It saves
your light bill and
pay tor, by having It right where
display rooms are
you

X

FOR SALE

her
Phone,

0

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

India on a diplomatic mission, saved
the life of Maharajah during a
and received the ruby from the
prince, in token of his gratitude. Upon his return to France, the old general had the gem cut Into three large
stones, one of which he presented to

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

I

SELIGMAN

i

lion-hun-

EXTRA FANCY

AD0LPH

I

DOLE'S

Pure Hawaiian

'A

l

Theano, the Grecian danseuse, who
comes to the Elks Theater tomorrow
night, is said to possess one of the fin
est and most costly rubies that waB
ever brought into America. This ruby
is remarkable, not so much for its size
as for the stone's entire lawlessness.
The original gem, which was much
larger, is said to have belonged about
a hundred years ago, to one of India s
Rajahs. Her grandfather, a noted
soldier of France, who was sent to

108 Palace Avenue
Day and Night Phone:

transac--

THEANO HAS IMMENSE RUBY
GIVEN HER GRANDFATHER.

LEFT.

MULLIGAN & RISING,

were many individual

tions of thousands of shares. Specu- We guarantee each and every Botlative sentiment was perplexed by the!
tle we sell to last one year.
varied movements of this stock and'
the opinion gained currency that a
BUTT BROS. CO., J
'
large pool was manipulating it.
Always Reliable
i
j
j
Bonds were irregular.
DRUGGISTS
Weakness cropped out again ini
j
14 DIama Dt.4 CO 4
Dtinna DaI Ul
cunts , after whirh Readiner was nushed
v i uuuv,iitu iui.
iiiuiriiuiic,ncui)o. A
up to 140, which was the signal torwwwwwwvWwwvwwvv
anotner snai p i is iu prices. i uo

SAFE QUALITY.

The Most Delicious of Drinks,
atable and Refreshing. A
cided Aid to Digestion.

and will be on SPECIAL SALE next week.

j
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Groceries

V.

A

j

,

&
f Staple Fancy

i

Very Latest Styles Just Received.

2

j

FOR

COMPANY.

SAVES
EYES. Our
can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right.

open for your

Get away from
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY, WASHINGTON STREET.
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Cimarron
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Lv
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225
155
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10 15
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9 32
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27
17
00
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(Connects at Oolfax with K. P. . S. W. Ry, train both .VortU and 9outb.K
SStage for Van Hoaten N. M. moeti trains at Preston N.lM.r.
Stage loaves Ute Park. .V, VI.. for Kilzahathtown, V M., at 9:00 a. m, daily except
sndbys, Kare $2 uu one way S3.50 :ound trio: lift y pound bngxnxe carried free.
Dave Lewis proved himself indeed
U. A S. train lwes l)u McIiiim, N. M- for tlu" south at 11;11 p. m. larrlves from th
"inimitable comedian' in the lead
the
th at 4:8? a. m,
ing role of 'Don t Lie to Your Wife,"
VAN HOUTEN,
M. WILLIAMS,
t.
three-ac- t
DEDMAN,
presented last
V. P. & G. M..
P. Agent,
Superintendent.
night at the Elks Theater before a
The audience
audience.
laughed for two hours, anu if the auth
or, a New York newspaperman, wrote
the farce for laughing purposes only,
as the program stated, he more than
accomplished the end be sought. Dave
Lewis was the real stage
and his accent and gestures, his entire portrayal of the charCm.

song-farc-

a

e

good-size-

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

From Santa Fe
too, Arizona, Mexico

"JfaSttfSE

ard to th Pacific Coast, via NSW

MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Taeac

THE

EAST
OR

German-America-

acter part

"were

tremendously satis

factory, amusing, true to life and equal
to Sam Bernard in every respect.
Miss Miriam Shelby as Mrs. Doppel- ciae, his wite, was sutticiently imposing to fill the role of the woman who
ruled the home until her husband
awakened to the fact that he had also
had some rights. Doppeldae's boon
companions, George Benedict pleyed
by Sam Rose, and Arthur Pringle, portrayed by Halworth Stark, were cleve
er actors, one as a
and the other as a newly wed. The
sweetheart, Mabel Doppeldae played
by Miss Gladys Wilcox, was a sweet
little girl who knew more about the
race horses than cigaret smoking, yet
willing to learn the latter art. She
was charming.
As the newly wed, Mrs. Alice Benedict, seen in real life as Miss Edna
Roland, was the type of the young
married suffragette who still finds it
Benedict-soon-to-b-

WEST

ROUTE

!

."!

6
6
6
6

Par rates and full informatioa address

EUGENE FOX, a.Elp.Pamp.Texas.
Agt.

Send for

m.v'.N

I

watch her wonderful interpretation
from over the footlights. No scenery
is there to help the Illusion, nothing
but the great curtains shutting the
stage off, all around her, yet with this
supreme simplicity of setting Theano
ing house to protect autoists, Egbert rises to all the heights of her art. Let
Armitage was funny to look at, end- her message of sunshine and thought
proved a real aid in the laughter makunderstood by all for it will gladden
ing part of the farce.
their hearts and brighten their mem
And the Chorus Girls!
ories."
And the chorus girls, three in numand immense.
ber, were gorgeous
POLITICS UNO POLITICIANS
One was

Players

j

Juno.
They could
Miss Lillian Stanley, another was Miss
Estelle Vernon, anu the third, "Toddie
Frey.
Twingletoes," Miss Eleanore
Their costumes were suitable to the
Folly Theater, and their accent was
All of them
distinctly "chorine."
were true to life.
The songs were not the least attrac
tive part of the entertainment. ' Miss
Virginia Stuart singing first, then
Dave Lewis, who brought down the
house with "After the Honeymoon,
and then the chorus girls with the
three men, the henpecked husband,
wed.
the newly wed and the
They were the recipients of enthusi-

Its FREE .

JlSKenzieMl.

Read

the 'wonderful K C Cook's Book.Mrs. Janet
Careftlllv In
McKenzie Hill, of Boston Cooking School
fame, tells every housewife how to become an expert cook how to prepare
such appetizing dishes the family will go simply wild over what you set
before them.
The K C Cook's Book is illustrated in 9 colors, contains 90 tested and
proven recipes that will be successful every
time if the few simple suggestions are followed.
The K C Cook's Book has been prepared
at an expense of many thousands of dollars,
and if purchased at a store would easily cost
50 cents, yet we give it absolutely free as we
want yon to know exactly what K Baking
Powder is and what it will do lor you in
your own kitchen. Yon need this won
x derful book it is ot vital
importance
X to every housewife.
1

IJAQUESX
I

Chicago.

I

How to get the
CooK's B00K
Write your name and address
plainly on this coupon. At
tach the colored certificate

llenclosecertificnteX
Isend the Cook's Book

Out-Jun- o

IKKKG.

(Continued

I

e

sore-head-

crack-braine-

"KC-sending Doth

I

Name....

"Address

.

ns.

You will be mighty clad you

did.

from Page Three!

New Mexico as no other constitution
ever was in any state. Every voter
who could read studied it from end
to end for months, and when the vote
was cast a tremendous popular majority was cast for the constitution
j
as enacted.
Yet these Democrats
take the position that the people did
not know what tney were aoing;
they were not aware "the constitution
could not be amended," and they
must be given a chance, by Fergus-son- ,
Hand, Jones and McGill, to reastic applause.
vise the amendment provision when
Dave Lewis treated the audience to the vote for state officers is taken. It
a speech at the end of the second act
easy to guess these Democrats'
and it was a winner hesides being a idea of an "amendable constitution";
on
life.
married
satire
one that can be changed at will by a
The Farce.
s
whose
whining bunch of
Farce has been styled caricature time Is spent In devising ways and
personified, and that seen last night means of wrecking the principle of
was decidedly a caricature of the
majority rule. The fact that H. B.
movement, emphasizing the Fergusson seeks this change is all the
curious situat.ons that will arise when evidence needed hy the people of New
wives follow the antics, of their hus- - j Mexico, that it is dangerous and fool
Chairman
bands, and also "tell lies." The wri ish and
may
ter, Mr. Casad, perhaps did not intend Floyd of the House committee
soon-to-b-

fheKC
COOK'S
BOOK

sea-gree- n

time-prove-

.

8 20
8 02
7 45

am

Seat Sale Tomorrow.
The seat sale for Theano, the Grecian danseuse who will dance at the
Elks' theater tomorrow night, will open tomorrow morning at Fischer's
drug store.
Theano will give a most interesting
program following a piano reciial by
Mr. Francis Hendricks.
t
Of Theano it has been
where her art ia most compelling, is when covered with misty
lookrobes, she appeared
ing in vain for that phantomship,
which will never, never come. One
after another her sweet hopes flung
into the unfathomable depths of that
sea, which is always before her with
its alluring calm, until rising in her
sublime wrath she is caught by the
fury of the waves and dashed on the
beach, the sea foam covering her fair
form. So it seems to us, at least, who
said--"Bu-

t.enlnrl!r free from alcohol and all injurious, habit forming drugs. All its
with secret
ingredients are printed on its wrappers. It has no relationship
nostrums. Its every ingredient is endorsed by the leaders in all the schools ol
n
medicine. Don't accept a secret nostrum as a substitute for this
They must know of
remedy or known composition. Ask your neighbors.
many cures made by it during past 40 years, right in your own neighborhood.
World's Dispensary Medical Association, Dr. R. V. Pierce, Pres., Buffalo, N. Y.

9"05 ;7...

HOolfa

68
76
82

--

330

.

0

24th.

makes the stomach strong, promotes the flow of
makes
digestive juices, restores the lost appetite,
awrmiiatinn ocrt'ect. invigorates the liver and
blood-make- r,
the
is
treat
It
purifios and enriches the blood. nerve
tonic. It makes men
tlesh'buildcr and restorative
strong in body, active in mind and cool in judgement.
This "Discovery" is a pure, glyceric extract of American medical roots,

2o,

12

4 00
a 50

2

16
43
00
10
13
2S
45

2

Lv., Des Moines. N. M...Ar
Kumaldo

4
55

......

3 35
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STATIONS

I

has a weak and impaired stomach and who does not
blood has become
properly digest his food will soon find that his is
improperly and
weak and impoverished, and that his whole body
insufficiently nourished.
Dr. PIERCE'S GOLDEN MEDICM. DISCOVERY

(Head Up)

Dedin&n

11
1

.60
10

1910

1911.

tradition of a stagebred family be- uiuu uer. ine piay w in ue seen ai
the Elks' theater on Tuesday, October

I

A man who

RATON NEW MEXICO.

In effect Sept, 1st

Read Down)

The Fountain Head of Life
Is The Stomach

--

M.
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Miriam Shelby, New York.
George W. Prichard, City.
W. C. Strickland, St. .Louis.
Harry Fogarty, Fort Madison.
Charles B. Kehrman St. Louis.
H. S. Du Val, City.
Coronado.
C. R. Fitz, DenveiC
T. F. Betten, Denver.
Pedro Roibal, Pecos.
Nestor Roybal, Ci--

ADAMS AND NEWELL
INSPECT CARLSBAD PROJECT.
Officials Meet With Farmers
to Discuss Matters as to Enlarging Irrigation System.

Visiting

Carlsbad, N. M., Oct. 20 The
Carlsbad project of the Reclamation
Service is being inspected this week
by Samuel Adams, first assistant sec
retary of the interior, F. H. Newell,
of the reclamation service, W..
director
Montezuma.
M. Reed, district engineer; and other
A.
J. Casner, City.
Dr. and Mrs.
officials of the government " This
A. W. T. Davis, City.
project was about the first to be op
Dave Seligman, City.
ened, having been declared ready for
B. Wells Benson, Carlsbad.
business December 17, 1907. The vis
W. H. Merchant, Carlsbad.
iting officials will inspect the farms
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Morrell, Elida. and note the progress of the settlers.
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Cook, Roswen.
Certain betterments of the irrigation
J. C. Ostendorf, El Paso.
works are also under consideration.
W. B. McGill, La Lande.
The spillways at the diversion reservoir at Avalon are being changed,
power gates being installed to replace
the old automatic gates that failed to
times.
work satisfactorily in flood
What the officials will give their attention more especially is the building
fl tnilln KAOOriTAI
nJL tx
QIIM
tinillll lllf
imiu ,oti v11 miuu
more land to water. At present some
thing over 20,000 acres are watered by
the project. But enough water is
available from the Pecos river to re
claim a much larger area, if another
reservoir can be built There is an
excellent site now owned by the government for more storage.
The visiting officials will meet the
farmers and discuss matters at meeting called for this purpose. Though
the charges are less than at most projects, yet the new settlers find the annual charge to be paid to the government burdensome while land is being
It may be decided to
developed.
graduate the payment, or extend the
time of payments, until such time as
Ralph V. Heryer, Topeka, Kas.
can get their farms, on
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. MacBride, Spring- the farmers
a solid paying basis.
1
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THE BIG CIRCUS SCENE

hard to follow out the doctrine that
what is good for man is good for wom
an. She was not exactly intensely in
teresting but sufficiently strong in the
climaxes when she had to reprimand
Colorado
Denver,
:
her husband.
Edward Spencer as the police reporter was fairly good and Benton Garvin
as the press agent was still more like
the ubiquitous news gatherer.
TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT
Mart Franklin amused all by his
clever portrayal of the bicycle policeman with a fondness for bottled goods,
NEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION DEPOT
and Miss Virginia Stuart was an attractive maid, who knew how to fib
to her mistress rather than get her
master into entangling complications.
Harry Ellis portrayed the character of the owner of a race horse, and
while he showed a ready mastery of
AUTO CO.
N. M, the slang current on the track, his
voice was so hoarse that at times it
was difficult to understand him.
As David Coats, the agent of a bond- Carrying the 0. S. mall and pastc
100 lbs.
Baggage allowance
N.
and
between
M.,
Vaughn,
sengers
each regular ticket, excess baggagt
Roswell, N. M connecting with tht at the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs
We are equipped to carry any kind
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is
Now
land Railroads and the Atchison,
of trunks or Daggage, up to 1,500 lbs
& Santa Fe Railroad.
rates are given for excur
Do You Want
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. ra., ir Special
for
sions,
eight or more passengers.
rive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a. m., ar- For further Information, write the
That

SHORTEST LINE TO

Springs and Pueblo

R0SWELL

R0SWELL

Honestly

a

at

rive in Vaughn

5:

3C

Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.

p. m.

J.W STOCAARD,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
October 10, 1911
Notice is hereby given that Juan
Jose Martinez, of Pecos, N. M., who,
on Nov. 10, 1906 made Homes'.ead No.
NE
anil E
NW
07969, for W
Section 11, Township 15N. Rnnge
1E, N. M. Meridian has filed notice of
intention to make Final
to establish claim to land above
'described, before Register or Receiver
V. S. Land Office it Sania iv, N. M.,
on the 18th day ot Nov., 1911.

Department

2

1--

Claimant names as witnesses: Erica rnacion Gonzales, Fernandas
Jose M. Lujan, all of Pecos, N.
M. Jacinto Ortiz, of Rowe, N. M.
Gon-sales-

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Regis fer.

I

health that fits one for

Success

MANAGE?

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Oct. 14, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Bonlfa- cio Sandoval of Pecos, N. M., who, on
Homestead
Nov. 12, 1911, made
Section 33,
for SE
Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N. M.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver
IT. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 21st day of Nov. 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Fernandez Armijo, Dionicio Sandoval, Placido Armijo, and Maximo Ur
ban, all of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register,

and furnishes the energy
to "go after it?"
Then try a course of
proper feeding.
A good start is to begin with

10265-0797-

Have you FurnishecrKooms to RentT
little campaign Want advertising
COLUMN DO IT. in the New Mexican will keep the in
come from your furnished rooms from
The classified columns are
A sooil live advertisement In the' lapsing.
Want column of the New Mexican will always looked up closely and it will
rent any property that is rentable pay you well to use them.
There is always some one that wants
If you wane anything on earth try
what you have got, but you must let
New Mexican Want Ad.
a
them know It

LET THE WANT

rythmic, bounding

A

Grape-Nut- s
and cream
the food which builds
up Nerves and Brain in
Nature's own way without which there is no
perfect health--- no

per-mane- nt

success.

"There's a Reason"
for
Grape-Nu- ts
Postum

Cereal

Company,

Battle Creek, Mich.

Ltd- -

1
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"POLLY OF THE CIRCUS."

c3

teach any great moral, but he was have faith in the high motives oi
emphatic in denouncing
cigarette Fergusson and his party; the people
smoking by ladies, real ladies, no mat- of New Mexico know better. They field, 111.
ter if the men they marry exercise the will not touch an amendment proviDr. and Mrs. E. A. Leonard, City.
JUDGE MORRISON 18
privilege of using the weed ad libitum. sion offered by H. B. Fergusson with
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Lewis, New
EIGHTY YEARS OLD TODAY.
It is seldom that an audience in Santa a twenty-foo- t
pole. This work at York.
A
T, Morrison.
Santa Fe's
T,ii
Fe has laughed so heartily as last Washington is a piece of insolence
Miss Lillian Stanley, New York.
his
is
old
which
celebrating
man,"
will
a
deserves
and
if
and
is
in
there
"grand
the
night,
get stinging
anything
Miss Estalle Vernon, New York.
eightieth birthday today. This is a
theory of the fat lady at the circus rebuke from the people.
Miss Virginia Stewart, New York.
rare privilege for any man since, as
last week that obesity is caused by
Miss Gladys Wilcox, New York.
the biblical allotment is only three
much laughter, there ought to be few
Charles D. Griffith, Denver.
score and ten, few can weather this
g
people in need of a
E. Rosen wein, "Chicago.
life's storms to four score. Judge
diet when they can see Dave Lewis
W. A. Sngster, Denver.
Morrison was born in Ireland, and is a
before the footlights!
Palace.
A.
.
W.
Wommond,
splendid type of the
Espanola
'
of
the Circus."
"Polly
R. S. Cook and wife, Roswell,
E. Shallenberger, Elmwood, JDkla who has made a success in this land
The circus is a familiar and stand
Mrs. C. B. Church, Chicago.
Even at his great age
homa.
of freedom.
ard institution of American life. In
he is .as young as many half his age,
Mrs. I. Regan, Hastings.
the country district its coming
Frank Bond, Espanola.
is
for a man is a young as he feels, acS. Rose, City,
Leandro Martinez, Espanola.
eagerly looked forward to as the one
M.
Mo.
St.
W.
event
cording to the adage. He is abreast
R.
E.
of the summer, and
Joseph,
Patch,
Marshall, Espanola,
crowning
of the times and takes as lively an
its tented field is the mecca to which
Jack Davis, Portsmouth, Ohio.
E. A. Johnston, City.
B. E. Richardson, "New York.
interest in the affairs of the day as
F. L. Edminster, Alamosa.
pilgrims come from near and far. And
B. E. Richardson, New York.
any man.
C. F. W. Clausen, Kansas City.
yet, the inner life of the circus is as
little known to those who bask in it3
tinsel glitter and its tawdry pomp as
the ancient life of the. Etruccans
tender
might be. Margaret Mayo's
nttie piay, "Polly of the Circus," per
mits a glimpse into the penetralia of
the circus. It is through a window
whose panes are
d
with ro
mance, but the atmosphere of the sawdust ring and the dressing tent is so
-well produced and her clever coadjuof
tor, Frederic Thompson, wizard
stagecraft and effects,' that the rofull of imitations of Cottolene because
woods
mance and the sentiments seem real
and grateful.
Cottolene has made pronounced success
wthe perfect
The contrast between the life of the
imitations
inferior
circus where Polly, which Miss Ida St.
shortening."
quality,
Leon portrays, has grown to girlhood
with
in
removable
ordinary
packed
covers,
unspoiled in character, but totally
to

weight-producin-

Hotel Arrivals.

n

rose-tinte-

Cotttoleime
A Rational National Shorten in
are

The

are

undeveloped save in her profession,
and the quiet, cultured life of the
young minister's household serves to
accentuate the effect. The playwright
too, has known how to make use of
the narrow puritanism of the villagers
and their bitter prejudice, the more
stubborn because of the ignorance
from which it springs, as an effective
background to a story. How the love
of Polly and the parson grew, how it
led each other into the path of betterment, how the accusing voice of
scandal came to interrupt and separate the twain, how Polly went back
to the circus with sacrificial intent
and how the parson found her there
and declared his love these are the
items in a pretty, conventional story.
The reunion of the pair in the full
glare of the circus ring is sufficiently
poetic to please those who believe
true love should ever be triumphant
and happy when the final curtain falls.
Not a little interest centers in the
final emergence from her childish
chrysalis of Miss Ida SL Leon and
her treatment of the role which, while
calling for youth, still makes no
small emotional demand. It is known
that Miss St. Leon has youth and the

a

These
tins

are of

as

and

depend largely upon substitution methods for their sale.
When you ask for Cottolene be sure you get Cottolene.
xu
wwrHr-pduv- cu
nicies Miuy uue
tin pails, with our tradepatent
mark on the face of the paiL
It pays to pay a little more for Cottolene because of its superior quality and
the feet that, being richer, it will go
d
farther than lard or any of
its imitations. Its use means economy
in the end.
air-tig-

ht

one-thir-

Made only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY

"Shorten

your food

ts

Lengthens your life"
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Htryl.er about Walnut Point,
Yes, he had about decided to clo:e
'the deal Yes, he had heard Fome-- j
thing about that granite, and
Yes. it
about Mr. Rockefeller.
was very kind of Mr. Stryker to offer
nim such a bargain.
Miss Maggie Raines was exultant.
!That five per cent, commission was
;as good as in her purse. She was an
nnntmllfierl Riirrpss n a rp;tl esfnte
seller. And then Mr. McLane showed
her a letter from the west three days
old. A part of It read:
"The big storm caused the lake to
cut through the Point and make a
channel 200 feet wide The gale did
not leave fifty trees standing on the
whole tract. I know that the old shark
Stryker has been written to, and you
look out that he don't ptick you!"
Miss Maggie laid down the letter
and then covered her face with her
hands and wept.
"Of course, you didn't know," said
the young man kindly.
1(1
"U.....
vr.ii l.i, Iowa- Ii ,Tt.t
,
u.uut.
some-..hin-

Commission
By LAWRENCE ALFRED CLAY
lyii. by Associated Literaiy Pres.)

(Copyright,
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DR. W. HUME BROWN,
Dentist.
Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment.

WANTS

i

Five Per Cent

"

ffgfay

FOR RENT Six roomed nnck cotBath, ranfe, light. O. C. Wat
son & Co.

tage.

Fraternal Societies

FOR KKNT Furnished rooms tor
light houae keeping; suitable for two
people. 204 Garfield Ave.

Miss Maggie Raines and her mother
MASONIC.
j
sat facing each other and saying never
Montezuma
Lodge
a word. They had talked for an hour.
No. 1, . F. & A. II.
to
was
all
talk.
had
talked
there
They
communl
Regular
WANTED to sell vacant lot on
They had tears in their eyes as they
cation first Monday
talked.
street, adjoining Mr. Easle,'. 210
of each month
at
For a year past Mnggie had had a
xl09
feet; best cash offer get., it.
Maso-iii- ;
- Hal!
a
steady rlace as a stenographer at ?!2
A.l'ogue, El Paso, Texas.
7.20.
per week, and she had done wonders
H. H DORM AN'.
with her salary; rent, fuel, provisions,
OR SAKE Small, Iw.evy
libraryj
Master
clothing and car fare, and they did not
table made from over 200 pieces of
CHAS. E. IJXNE?. Stcreu.-v- .
owe a dollar. The average working
n
Kit
Carson's
W0Olj
fro
fjrniture.
.
1
1
JUL - 4
Or
- A
girl is twice the financier that the
?2
big 1)argain. X, New Mexican.
average working man is.
..
Santa F Cf.apU-- r N'c.
Things had gone very well with the
1, It. A. M.
- 1 t i w.w-i- Regular
run.
nrjlittle family, but now trouble had
convocation second
;il0use with barn, big yard, city waur.
come. Maggie had lost her place at a
MoniL.v of each month
from
Four block
electric lights.
.
day's notice. She wasn't despairing,
at Masonic Mali a'.
A, New Mexican.
but discouraged.
She knew all about trirg to use you to swindle me. He
7:30 p. m.
answering advertisements and tramp- - was afraid to come himself. That's all
JOHN il. WALKER.
FINE $75,000 MASONIC TEMPLE DEDICATED AT ALBUQUERQUE YESTERDAY.
"
start
to
at
or
Hoard
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The thougHt that makes me glum
BOLD El TOWH
- Secretary Republioan Central Committee.
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,
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I
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nail.
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Fischer Drug Co.
The haminaf &)d my thumb.
KcLat had had some oorrasDOPdeiiea
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REPUBLICAN CALL

BALD-HEADE- D

j

bald-heade- d

Wfi

'

well-fille-

1

.

VisUlnf

over-heate-

ring-necke- d

DR.

J.

M. DIAZ,

Serious

'

,i

good-looklr- g

omuFSi
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Rnll
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I
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GE EIGHT

no.
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TIIE SAN'J

Andrews "Cash" no.
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GROCERY

BAKERYAND

PHONE

M EATS J"he
BAKERY

Best That

GOODS

in

jloney

MARKET

Will Buy

Phone

No.

BEE

ATS

THE BEST OF EVERYTHING.

F. Andrews

4.

II

Phone No. 4.

Pot Roasts, 10 & 12

lb

...

PHONE

29

m

WE RECOMMEND

(No Bone.)

F

Sirloin

P

Some nice

TIIE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE
MADE IN THE WORLD

SPITZ, THE JEWELER
Roast
Stew,

us
in

Furniture,

New

and

Queeosware, Tinware,

Second-Han-

ELM K.

(.'
m

,

l--

JiUlO
25clb

z
Ml

PHONE

Home-Dresse- d.

Chops
Cutietts,

.

..

15c
.

20c

10c lb.

Tiy it for your Sunday Dinner.

Spring Duck

Spring Chix

Anotherbig drop in
to-morr- ow

j)
U lUb

j

GOOD COOKING BUTTER

iiiifiiiinninS nmnirT
HQlllUuHll lU QKKk
: i in i ii in i u u mm mil. i

92

Knight-Campbe-

Ut

25c lb.
PHONE

92

ll

JAMES C. McCON VERY,

two-third- s

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.

The-reg-

VEGETABLES

m

I

Stew, . . . 3 lbs for 25c thus far 524 voters
registered,
Chops, 15c lb., 2 lbs for 25c
of them Republicans.

Forequtrs,

Spuds

'

!

macy.
Banner Precinct Precinct No. 4, on
the south side of the Santa Fe, lias

Fine Celery, Cabbage, Etc., Etc.

73

I

2c

j

istration books are open Saturdays,
For Sale Mrs. Wagner on Washington avenue, will sell out her entire
stock of household goods, including
brass beds, birdseye maple dressers,
tables,
mahogany dining room and
parlor sets. Sale private.
Miss McGibbon announces the opening of classes in physical education
for children and adults during the
week beginning Monday, October 23,
Work consists of free hand exercisei
(Swedish method), folk dancing and
special drills. Arrangements can be
made for private lessons.
Seat Sale Now On The seat sale
for Theano, the Grecian danseuse who.
will be here tomorrow night, is now
on at Fischer's drug store. It was announced through an error, that the
sale would not begin until tomorrow.
It is "Polly of the Circus," seafeTsfiiie,
'
which opens tomorrow.
Flurries of Snow This afternoon...
there were flurries of snow in Sainta
Fe, the first of the season. Colorado,
points report irom ten to twenty
Trinidad and Raton had heavy
3iiow yesterday already. At Las Vp-- '
gas yesterday the temperature was
down to twenty-fiv- e
degrees.
Go to Cerrillos
Former Governor
M. A. Otero, James L. Seligman and
Alfredo Delgado, who is Democratic
nominee for sheriff of this county, ac- -

Phone. Black 204.

4I5 Palace Avenue.

i
i

I

..MILLINERY..
LADIES, LET US MAKE YOUR NEW HATS.
THAT YOU WILL BE PLEASED

WE

KNOW

for we have a very pretty line of materials and a very thor
ough experience back of us, You positively cannot dup- licate our workmanship or prices elsewhere in Santa Fe.
.

I25 Palace
Avenue.

MRS. W.LINDHARDT,

Santa Fe,
New Mexico

$1.00 to $2.00 per Dozen

ROSES

AT

TH-

CLARENDON

E-

GARDENS,

Besides All Other Flowers Now in Season.
j
'

'

R. V. BOYLE, Manager.

Phone Black 12.

BURSUM and McDONALD looking; for votes, NATHAN
SALMON, " The Big Stoe," looking for customers, in which
he has captured as many buyers for his Hart, Schaffner &
Marx Suits as any candidate has been promised votes.

i J

'

Hii'ii,,,

Hens,

O

Goods Sold on Easy
Payments.

15c
15c

POULTRY

ra

Goods

SANTA FE, N. M.

.

3 lbs 25c.

.

73
d

.

12

3O

Second-Han-

Second-Han-

.

Something fine.

Carpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, &c.

New and

.

15c
15c

V E A L
...
...
L A M B
...

C

Highest Cash Price Paid for

.
.

UP,

J

R K
....
....

Hindqurts, . . . 15c lb

DAVID LOWITZKI,
Dealer iu

Hamburger

Fresh Pork, and look at the price.

Young and Fine,

NOTE Perfect service in our watch
repair
department is our hobby. , Try it.

in

.
.

.

.

Legs
Shoulders,

" It's the Watch for You."

imiimii

ed

ROUND

n

MUTTON

We have them the regular sizes and the
NEW PRECISION
VERITHIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN-ca- sed
in an end
less variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt.
gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.

f

Home-Dress-

DAILY

j

Leaf Lard,
15c lb
Side Pork,
lb
15c
Spare Ribs,.
2 lbs. For 25c.
15c.
lb.,
Sausage,
Roasts,

The kind of "a watch that will give you, your
son, your grind-son- ,
accurate time under all conditions, because it is

MMW.-'ga!mjirn1-ffri-

o

TO YOU THE

fiRUKN

id

last evening
by Chauffeur Willam Pay, The relative humidity
left this morning for Cerrillos to do was 36 per cent. The wind during the
of 30 miles
j some campaigning in the interests of ' night attained a velocity
an hour. Killing frost this morning
the Democratic ticket.
For Sale Choice residence lots on and Ice a quarter inch thick in ex- Don Caspar Avenue. O. C. Watson & posed places. It snowed yesterday at
X
X
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 20.
Trinidad and Raton anu it was bitter
For New Mexico Fair to- - , S Company.
Mr. Wise, investigator, a mirth- - :coia at uoioraao springs anu jjeiiver.
night; heavy frost in north and
provoking comic at the Elks tonight.
east portion; Saturday fair. " X
Train No. 10 Late Again Train No.
NOTICE SALE.
10 was reported from four to seven
The undersigned will sell at public
Window glass and putty at Goebels. hours late again this afternoon. The auction, for cash, in the city and
Another big laugh at the Elks to trains are having trouble on the coast county of Santa Fe, on Monday the
line that affects local schedules. Those 30th day of October, 1911, at 10 o'clock
night, "A Famous Duel."
Milk and Cream always on hand who go to Albuquerque and who hope a. m., at No. 233 San Francisco street,
at Capital City Dairy. Phone Black, to return the same day will do well of said city, all the fixtures and per' to watch the schedule of the
188.
stub sonal property, including horses and
O. C. Watson & Co., have 7 modern train from Lamy to Santa Fe which is wagons, of the Sanitary Meat and Live
Stock Company, the proceeds thereof
unfurnished, and 3 modern furnished j posted in Albuquerque.
for the uenefit of all creditors
houses for rent.
Is Veterarn Journalist a Murphy, being
of said concern. All of those who are
If it is Meat that you want, do not)
one of the representatives of W. R. interested in the
of fix
fail to look up the advertisement of
Hearst's San Francisco Examiner in tures and tools for purchasing
a meat market will
Hayward. He means business.
the city, is a veteran newspaperman
find this a rare opportunity for buying
Junior Auxiliary The Junior Auxilstarted with Hearst when he at a' bargain.
having
on
Mrs.
meet
will
with
Blandy
iary
Fran-broke
San
into
j
journalism in
FRANK J. LA VAN,
Saturday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
cisco some twenty-seveyears ago
Trustee.
Boy Scouts Meet Tonight This eve- !Mr.
Murphy is a political writer of
ning at 7:30 o'clock, the Boy Scouts
"PIANO BUYERS!
will meet to listen to a lectare on note, and is also a humorist, having
written a number, of stories o the Write now to The
"Animal Tracks.
brand
Music Co., Denver, Colorado, for their
Wedding Monday The marriage of ,Dooley
and Jose
Miss Maggie Dofflemeyer
prices and
Heavy Frost Predicted Fair weath illustrated catalogue,
Saiz will take place at the cathedral er and a heavy frost in eastern and terms, and big list of Special Bargains
northern New Mexico is the predic- in slightly jiised Pianos and Player-- .
at 7 o'clock Monday morning.
'
'
'
Oh you cold weather. To resist it, tion of the U. S. weather bureau. The Pianos.
was
look up the advertisement of Selig- highest temperature yesterday
If you want anything on earth Try
man brothers, as they have some good 46 degrees, the lowest 34 degrees. At
Las Vegas, the lowest was 25 degrees, v New Mexican want ad.
ones to counteract elements.
Opened Today Our hot soda foun-- 1 '
tain serving delicious hot chocolate,
boullions, chicken sandwiches and all
other tasty delicacies known to the
hot soda age. At The Capital Phar- THE

I

A"
Boiling Beef, - 5 & 7c lb
Round
12
Whole Rump,
lb
House
if. il SteakS Por'r
n.ii.j n!L n i
nuiieu mu nuasis,

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1911.
icompanied

Surely does the RETAIL MEAT BUSINESS in Santa
Fe, because they try to see that each and every customer gets the same stood treatment. We don't
Imake pets of some and "soak" the others, but trv
to treat all alike. Hor to morrow we are going to'
give you a few specials that will help some.

1;

ti
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M.

PEf-'S- ;

" QUANTITY AND QUALITY"

" EMPRESS FLOUR "

'V.

KEW ''MEXICAN, SASTA

1

92

4 j

fE

A

f
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it

needn't be at all anxious about your looks when you go away from home in our clothes. You'll be just as
as you are here, if we clothe you. Correct style such as you find here, the kind
r

OU

any city in the world

HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX

I
t

in

well-dress- ed

are specialists in, always look correct wherever you wear it. If you are particular about your clothes
kind of quality in fabrics, and the right kind of tailoring, then you want these! clothes.
You'll appreciate the services we are rendering you when you come to look at them. We're entitled to your thanks for getting together the sort of goods we have here. Even if you buy your
clothes somewhere else, its worth something to you and to every man in this town to have such a
chance to look over a lot of good clothes such as these.

YOUNG WEN'S STYLES A SPECIALTY
We know what the young fellows like in clothes; we've made a special effort to provide the kind
of style they want ; not freakish, extreme things; but styles and models
which gentlemen want, young looking.

Suits, $ 1 8.00 and up.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

;

want not only correct style, but the right

if you
.

,

,

FOR YOUR NICE PARTY DRESSES

CALL ON OUR DRESSMAKER,
MRS. VERNE, WHO IS RATED
TO THE VERY BEST
P.
WORK-MAN5HI-

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

AT

MODERATE

PRICES

Overcoats, $ 1 6.50 and up.

SALMON
0

